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lilting ArrhOf:O!Dg1. By Philip Ralm. 17 x 25 em. 288 pp., '30 figs. Stroud: Tempus, 2001.
158:-1 o~7524-1925-o. Price: £1 7.99, $29.99 pb.

This aUlObiography chronicles the life of one of Britain's mosl influenlial mcdicyal
ardmeologisl:S, con:ring a period of 60 years, and ranging from his first encounters wilh
archaeology in the carly 19405, up to his current and ongoillg research al age 81. This
engaging volume reveals the intellectual ,lIId personal inspirations behind Rahtz's pa~ioll

for archaeology, but in $0 doing it presents it disciplinary biography of medieval
archaeology itself. The reader is introduced to the key medieval sites that were excavated
from the 19505 to gos, and the importance of work by prominent figures including Leslie
Alcock, Philip Barker, Martin Biddle, Martin Carver, Peter Fowler, Brian Hope-Taylor
and Graham \Vebster, amongst many others. \Ve learn of the circumstances surrounding
Rahtz's own excavations, reading like a roll-call of prestigious medieval sites - Pagans
Hill, Whitby, Cheddar, Glastonbury, Old Sarum, Upton, King John's HUllIing Lodge
('\'rittle), Cannington, Tamworth, Dccrhurst, Bordesley Abbey, Wharram Percy, ~Iary

Ie-Port (Bristol) and Kirkclalc. His primary and enduring interest has been in the carly
medieval archaeology oC the south-west of Britain, the region oChis own origins.

I first met Rahtz when I was all undergraduate at York in the early 19&5, where
students quickly became acquaintcd with rumours concerning his scandalous sexual
past - rumours perpetuated predominantly by the professor himself, and accepted with
good humour by the studcnts. This \'olume is nOt an autobiography dealing with his
personal relationships. While he is typically candid in referring to individuals and
companions who inAucnced and assisted his arch,ll:ological work, he retains it sense of
discretion concerning his personal life.

Rahtz was drawn to archaeology in the 19405, when there was no standard training
or professional structure Cor archat:ology. Having been illlroduced to the subject by a
colleague in the RAF (Ernest Greenfield), Rahtz more or less taught himself methods of
recording, approaches to post-cxcilvation analysis, ,md e\'Cntually the framework ofearly
medieval history. After the war, he had taken up a post as a school teacher, a position
which he loathed. His amateur interest in archaeology finally provided an ahernati\'c
means of making a living, since, he claims, 'anything wa.s betler than school tcaehing'!
During the excavatioll of the Chew Valley, John Hurst persuaded him of the importance
of medicval archaeology. Rahtz embarkcd on the life of an itinerant field archaeologist,
rcfining his intellectual apparatus as each successive sile demanded. In this period of his
life, from c. 1950-63, Rahtz might best be described as an 'archa{'ologist-advelltllrcr',
during a carcfree and bygone period of the discipline's adolesccncc.

In '963, Rahtz was appointed to an assistant Icctureship at the Univcrsity of
Birmingham, teaching medieval archaeology to history students. Uniyersity te,lching
seems also to ha\'e been picked up by trial and error, but he soon realised that he was
pushing his studellls to perform beller than others. He recounts how one diligent student
(Christopher Dyer), handed him a reading list at the end oChis degree, saying, 'I think you
might find this rather useCul Cor next year's students'. Fieldwork remained his great
motivation, and nothing could keep him out ofthe field, including ullinrsity administration
,mel injuries. In 1971, he pilrticipated ,II Cadbul)' Congresbul)' from a stretcher. The
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chapters dealing with Rahtz's first decades in archaeology convey his infectious clllhusiasrn
for the subjecl. His ilppointment in 1978 as the University of York's fifSI professor of
archaeology may have marked the pinnacle or his career, but this phase occupies only a
brier chapter oCthe book, a period in which new archaeological adventures were relatively
constrained (until his retirement in 1986). The politics and bureaucracy of the academic
life were not his forte, even in the rdative freedom oCthe 1970S and '80S. V'/ha today could
match (or justify) his sabbatical term from Birmingham in [976, when he and Lorna "Vatt~

hopped the 'magic bus' to Crete and combined eight weeks of naturism with an cthno
archaeological study of horizontal-wheeled water mills?

This is an autobiography distinguished by its humility, as Rahtz carefully sets out his
intellectual debts to those encountered along the way. He summarises himself as a 'c1ata
accumulator', whose contribution has been made more through the excavation of
landmark sites than in theoretical interpretation or synthesis. And yet his contribution to
the development of a distinctive identity for medieval archaeology is clear. In addition to
his c. 200 major publications, Rahtz has played a critical role in developing inter
disciplinary research, through collaborative projects with historians such as Rodney Hilton
and architectural historians such as Harold Taylor. He tfilined many of the medieval
archaeologists of the current generation, who are distinguished by this inter-disciplinaJ)'
approach, among them Grenville Astill, Christopher Dyer and Mick Aston. He instilled in
his students three main imperatives: to publish the results of archaeological research, to
disseminate archaeology to a wider public audience, and to approach all things in life
(particularly archaeology) with a sense of humour and enjoyment.

ROBERTA GILCHRIST

Archaeology and Text. (Duckworth Debates in Archaeology). ByJohn l\'loreland. 14 x 22 cm.
144 pp., 7 figs. London: Gerald Duckworth and Co., 2001. ISBN 0-7156-2998-0. Price:
£9.99 ph.

In this short book John Moreland advances an exciting and provocative argument
about how we should bring together documents and archaeology. His central point is Ihat
we have traditionally seen both artefacts and documents as sources of evidence about the
past. As such, different scholarly traditions have emphasised either document or artefact as
'primary', or each as having its own sphere in which it can provide information on different
aspects of the past ~ most obviously, documents on ideology and the elite, and artefacts
on economics, technology and the poor. All such views, however, are based on a
fundamental misconception.

Moreland traces the philosophical origins of such views back to medieval conceptions
of the primacy of the Word over the world ofmalter. His discussion of tile development of
such ideas through the changes of the Renaissance, in particular the impact of
Protestantism and the printing press, is the best and most original paft of the book.
Moreland shows how ideas of what different classes of'cvidence' can tell us, far from being
obvious and commonsensical, are actually embedded in very deep~seated philosophical
traditions. He also shows how views that have set themselves up as alternatives to the
traditional model, such as those of the New Archaeology, nevertheless conspire in
maintaining such classifications.

Inslead, Moreland posits a radically diACrcnt view. Instead ofdocuments and artefacts
being seen as different classes of evidence for the past, he suggests that both must be seen
as instruments ofsocial action in the past, as technologies of power and resistance. Such a
view, which this reviewer is largely in agreement with, holds implications for the practice
oftraditionaJ history and archaeology which are both disturbing and exciting, and opens
up some new and stimulating fields ofenquiry.
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Morcl:md then goes on first LO question the conceptual underpinnings of North
American historical archaeology, so often cited as a possible model for British scholars,
and to reflect on the potential dangers of postmodernism for the discipline. These two
sections are not as successful as the first. !vlany of Moreland's comments on individual
North American scholars are quite apposite; his critique of Orser is particularly sharp if
slightly intemperate. However, I feel that Moreland overlooks two important points bere.
First, North American historical archaeology is unfairly portrayed as a quite monolithic
school. !vloreland underestimates important differences between North American schools
(for example between Marxist-impired work and the structural tradition of Deetz and
Classic). Second, whatever their failings, Leone, Orser et a!' arc fundamentally allies rather
than opponents, in that they are committed to a theoretically informed, social interpreta
tion of the material - a position infinitely preferable to an unreflectivc empiricism that
still characterises much North American work, work that is less well known on this side of
the Atlantic. \Vhen seen in a broader context, Moreland's theoretical position shares more
with these authors than he chooses to admit.

The brevity of the book is extremely frustrating, because so many points are
interesting and valuable ones that one would like to see developed. Idca after idea flashes
past the reader, each one pertinent and exciting; but we arc on to the next point before we
have properly explored the last one. No case studies are developed in any depth - we are
given tantalising glimpses of 7th-century burials and Protestant iconoclasm, but no
sustained analysis. Though it is well-writtcn and a pleasure to read, at times the style of the
book is almost telegraphic. One has to supply elements ofthc argument oneself, elements
that Moreland is clearly aware of but chooses not to supply, presumnbly due to pressure of
space. This undue brevity is especially true of Moreland's critique of 'postmodernist
multivocality' (I [8). Much of this critique is accurate, but the reader is left wondering
which forms of postmodernism Moreland has in mind (the work of Ceertz, Ricoeur,
Foucault and others is cited with approval, so there arc clearly some postmodern writers he
approves of; conversely, Leone and Orser are lumped in with the 'bad' postmodernists
despite both owing much to Marxism; multivocality is good, but postmodern multivocality
is bad - though Moreland docs not specify what makes one species differ from the other).
This mnc!strom of snap judgments needs untangling; Moreland clearly has a forceful and
complex thesis to propound here, but it is i\ thesis that simply cannot be squeezed into the
seven pages it gets.

Arcltaeolog}' and uxt is the final nail in the coffin of the history-plus-artefacts
approach to the archaeology of historic periods. It is also an exciting, inspiring pointer to n
range of new debates and appronches for archaeologists of the medieval and other periods.
This reviewer awaits with impatience the further, more substantive development of
Moreland's arguments into a sustained critical thesis and applicntion.

MATTHEW JOHNSON

Gender alld Arclt(l£ology: Contesting tlte Pili!. By Roberta Gilchrist. 14 X 22 em. xviii + [go pp.,
25 figs, plans and tnbs. London: Routledge, [999. ISBN 0-415-21600-1. Price:
£'4.99 ph.

Professor Gilchrist's purpose here is to review critically the progression of gender
archaeology since its emergence from its feminist beginnings around fifteen years ago.
Fifteen years is a long time, and the subject has inevitably developed and matured.
However, archaeological overviews have been sadly lacking. In gender studies, archaeology
as a whole lags far behind historical and literary studies (the recell! international medieval
conference 'Seeing Cender', organised by the Cender and Medicval Studies Group,
boasted only olle archaeological paper!). The publication ofJohnson's Archaeological 711eory
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in 1999, with its section on gender theory, was il step forward. But until that year, which
also saw Ihe publication of the work reviewed here, it had been necess<1.ry to point SlUclcnts
IOwards collections of }Xlpen sllch as ~ loore and Scott's commendable Invisible Ptople Q1/(/

Procews (1997).
GrndlT and Arthatology is not aimed only, or C\-CIl specifically, at medievalists.

Ne\-ertheless, the tremendous potential offered by the weahh of archaeological and
documclll,u)' evidence inhe~nt in historical archaeology is frequendy highlighted. Tllis is
hardly surprising since Professor Gilchrist - probably the most influential British gender
archaeologisllO emerge during the fifteen years co\"crcd - specialises in the laler medieval
period. Above all, it is a valuable textbook wrilten with darilY. F......ch dlapter begins with a
summary of its aims and ends with a 'signpost' to the nex!. There is a comprehensi,·c, up
to-dale glossary and a scicci bibliography/furlher reading list, from which Gilchrisl's
Gmdr:r a"d Jlatninl Culture (1994) might have benefited in view of the impressive number of
themes it addressed.

Yet G'trIder alld Art/wi%!.')' is mort: than a textbook. It is a valuablc overview and
critique of the field which stretches to often insightful analysis. The chapters tcstiry to the
diversity and conccrns or gender archaeology today. Chapter one sets out its changing
aims, and the challcnges posed by various critiques 10 established pcrceptiollS. Chapters
two and thrce examine lhe relationship between feminism and archaeology, and address
theories on thc sexual division oflabour in past societies, in particular structuralist attempl~
at gender attribution. However, Gilchrist points out that gender archaeology is nOI
necessarily a feminist enterprise, and will prove inconsequential 'if it merely records lhe
dominant subject as female 10 a silent male "other'" (30). Indeed Ihe subject ofmasculi.nity
is raised early in the book and is re-introduced throughoUl, concomilant with Ihe - onen
misundersLOod - premise lhal lhe sludy of 'gender' is more Ihan Ihe study of women. In
hiler chapters, Gilchrisl moves on to address additional current concerns, in particular the
comple.x idea (to Ihe modem \ "estern mind) thai sex, as much as gender, may be socially
conslmcled, while the ample section on old age places her al the forefront of current
approaches 10 gender and Ihe lifecycle (106-8). As is pointed out (go), the archaeologic.11
study ofageing has, 10 date, concentraled on infancy and childhood.

Perhaps of mosl imeresl to medieval archaeologists is Chapler six, 'The COIuellLCd
Garden: Gender, Space and ~Ielaphor in the ~Iedieval English Castle' (109-45), which
examines medieval atlitudes to spatial segregalion through case studies of the castles of
C<lrisbrooke, Chepstow, I)ickering, POrlCheSler, Castle Rising and Clarendon Palate.
Clarendon, of course, was nevcr a c.tstle but rather an undefended royal residence, as
Gilchrist herself allows (131). Yet seigneurial aparlmcnts wcre to all illlents and purposes
'palaces' within castles, and since castle studies have been dominaled by militall', to thc
exclusion ofdomestic concerns, the difference is probably more marked in modern than in
medieval minds.

Gilchrist concludes that filr from denoting wornen·s lower status, sexual segregation
was employed in order to represcnt gender diAerellce and Ihe social order. [t is
acknowledged that there can havc bcen no simple 'male' and 'female' space. sincc
noblewomen's households would have been morc socially and sexually mixed than that of
their male kin. Moreover, Ihe power such women exercised from their relative isolation is
highlighted (124, 144) - a point often overlooked in the desire to demonstrale cle'lrly
delineated gender domains.

The medieval case studies and examples are used alongside OIhers mnning from
prehistory to the 191h century, revealing an impressive amount of anthropological,
archaeological and hislOric<ll rese..... rch in turn sct against the backdrop of wider scientific
analpes. Here is the only weakness in the book. Gilchrisl argues convincingly that
sociobiology reduces all humall behaviour to one (rcproducti,·e) cause, and righdy e.xposes
il as inherently political (10). However, quite how lhe ·slalistically significam but "ery
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subtle' differences in lllale and female brain patterns fit with the premise that sex as much
as gender is culturally constructed is never adequately explained (II, 56). This is hardly
surprising in a field currently grappling with such thorny issues, and Gilchrist does
highlight the wide overlap in male and female performances ofcognitive skills. ]\lloreover,
as she points out (13), it is the cultural interpretation of biological and/or cognitive
difference and the questions it raises that are the issue, rather than the old nature verSIL~

culture paradox.
The primary aim of Gmder and Archaeology - to assess the place of gender studies

within archaeology - is ably achieved. The book belongs in every university library, and
its low price is to be commended. Moreover there is much food for thought throughout for
medieval archaeologists in terms of new approaches and avenues, and it is to be hoped
that, as a result, they will be increasingly visible in the field of gender archaeology through
its next fifteen years.

AMANDA RICHARDSON

.J\4odelLillg the A-liddle Ages: TIle History alld Theory 0/ £'lIgl011d's &Ollomic DeveIO/J/l1n1t. By John
Hatcher and Mark Bailey. 14 x 22 cm. xiv + 254 PP" 3 fib'S' t tab. Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2001. tSIlN 0-19-9244 t2-X. Price: £13.99 pb.

The aim of this book is 10 present 'a short and readily intelligible introduction to
medieval economic history, an IIp-to-datc critique of established models, and a succinct
treatise on historiographical method' (back cover). Mode/lillg the /vliddle Ages succeeds
admirably in its first aim, is partly successful in its second, and largely fails in the third.

Hatcher and Bailey divide existing accounts of the medieval English economy into
three grand explanatory models: 'population and resources', derived from the work of
.Maltbus and Ricardo, 'class power and properly relations' deriving from Marx, and
'commercialisation, markets, and teclmolob'Y', a more recent interest (though its origins
are traced to Adam Smith). Their discussions of each school are concise yet thorough.
There arc some surprising omissions: Polanyi, Tawney, Hoskins and Beresford come to
mind. The prose is clear, if a little dry; if the text is sometimes difficult to follow, this is
because the arguments being presented are necessarily difficult. As a one-stop book for
archacologists seeking to understand the intellectual debates that lurk implicitly behind so
much historical writing on the medieval economy, this is excellent.

As a critique of established models, Modelling the Middle Ages is only parlly successful.
There are some valuable critical comments on the interrelationships between diflCrcnt
schools of thought, and powerful accountS arc given of the support given to different
schools by the evidence. Hatcher and Bailey arc in their element here - they have a
detailed understanding and appreciation of the documentary evidence and of tbe
intellecmal makeup of individual historians, and they bring this understanding to bear on
the three 'supermodcls' in all incisive yet balanced way. '-\lhile lhe)' stick to what they call
'a mixture of empirical evidence and commonsense' all is well, and this close reasoning
leads them to the inescapable conclusion that 'broad theoretical and philosophical
considerations' (210) must be brought into play. And it is at this point that the problems
begin.

The book is weak in its understanding of contemporary theory and therefore largely
fails in its treatment of historiographical method. 'Theory' as defined here is coterminous
with 'grand economic models'. Such a view is 30 years out ofdate. Hatcher and Bailey do
include a brief, ritualistic denunciation of the extremes of postmodernism that serves only
to demonstrate their limited knowledge of the subject (2 t8-2 t); their claim that 'whatever
lessons may be legitimately be drawn from postmodernism, they do not include the bizarre
contention that all explanations are equally valid' is not a claim made by any post modernist
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that I have ever read, and is no substitute fOT serious consideration of what the other
lessons might be - particularly when such lessons might well hold alarming implications
for their chosen historical method. One such implication might be a questioning of the
assumed boundaries between society, economics, and culture in the medieval world. 'The
social dimension in economic development' is mentioned (197). but the treatment of ' the
economic' as a discrete category is assumed rather limn argued for; and the argument that
behind both 'economic' and 'the social' lies 'culture' is never mentioned. Chaos and
complexity theory arc mentioned as possible future avenues of thinking without mention
of a single possible application or any awareness of the history of systems thinking in the
social sciences; structuration and agency theory, feminist approaches, questions of the
nature of power arc simply ignored - astonishing omissions for a book that claims to deal
with topics such as property relations, the activities of peasant families, social inequality,
and the nature of historical change.

ModtJiing lh~ Middle Agu is a profoundly depressing book for an archaeologist to read,
as it suggests that much ofour effort over the last 50 years has ~en a waste of time. Plenty
of documentary evidence is matched against the theories on offer; indeed, one of the
strengths of the book is the meticulous way in which evidence in the form of particular
documentary studies is matched against the abstracted supennodels. However, not a single
mention ofa deserted village, an excavation, an assemblage, or an artefact sullies the prose.
More broadly, topics such as village layout, desertion, the physic...1 form of houses and of
material culture arc not discussed and are presumably considered irrelevant. These are
'c1ean 4 booted historians' still flourishing almOSl 50 years after Crawford's denunciation of
that breed. I Is this the fault of Hatcher and Bailey, and ofmedieval economic historians in
general, for not payin~ more attention to the now voluminous archaeological literature?
Or should archaeologists ponder more self-critically and in more depth archaeologists'
continuing f.1.ilure to impinge 011 historical debates?

As a medieval archaeologist who takes theory seriously, this book made me very cross,
but I shall be recommending it to my students as a readable, concise guide to the way the
majority of medieval economic historians are thinking today. It unwittingly paints an
accurate, but unflattering, portrait of the state ofmedieval economic history: standing on a
strong empirical tradition, and encompassing a series of classic debates that ha\"e
dominated the historical scene for many dttades, but increasingly insular and out 4 0f4 date,
and in desperate need of theoretical refonn.

MATrIlEW J0I-tXSON

Utilif est lapis ill stmr/ura: Mikl1lgrs qfftrts ii Lion PrWOUpt, (l\'!i~moires de la section
d'archeologie et d'histoire de l'art 9). Edited by Martine Fran~ois and Pierre-Yves Le
Pogam. 21 x 27 em. 492 pp., many figs, maps, pIs and tabs. Paris: Comitc des lravaux
historiques et scientifiques, 2000. ISIlN 2-7355-0439-5. Price: €57.9 pb.

This large and cl-yoyable Festschrifl honours Leon Pressouyre, an important figure in
the world ofarchiteclural and sculpture conservation both in France and across the world,
through his work at UNESCO. The scope of his intereslS is immediately apparent from
these 33 papers, which range from naval architecture to statistical petrology and from the
Touraine to T'ang China, The various sections start with one on stone sculpture, including
Denis Cailleaux's celebration ofPressouyre's 1969 initiative in establishing an ill\·ento!)' of
loose sculptural fragmel1ls in walls and rockeries in Sens - a type of initiative we ha\·e
been slow to imitate in this count!)', Other papers here include work on the fabric of Notre

I o. G. S. Crotwford,ArdliJl'AJIDf,J iR IN F",IJI(Lolldon, 1953), 19B.
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Dame at Olchy-le-Ch,lteau, sculptures at St Arnoult-en-Yvelines, St Pierre de L"lgn)', Sens
Cathedral, St Ayoul de Provins and the medieval sculpture of Provence. The important
paper by Garrigou Grandchamp in this section stands out as an accessiblc synthesis of
surveys of 12th- and l3th·ccntul)' domestic architecture in the towns of Burgundy.

A subsequent, through not consecutive, section contains further studies on architec
tural details. A valuable paper by Annie Pralong documents how the capitals in the former
crusader cathedral at Beirut are mostly re-used Roman examples, although whether they
were really brought from Italy or Byzantium, rather than from local Roman buildings, will
remain a matter for discussion. A paper by Esther Grabiner makes the case that a peculiar
corbelt)l)e, which diverts the shaft below the capital into the wall behind, derived from the
Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem and was popularised in western Europe by the Cistercians.
These are two of several papers which refiect on Frankish architecture in the Holy Land;
another topic in which Pressouyre has been involved.

Pressouyre himself will also be interested in the section on monastic archaeology in
western Europe. This includes a valuable account of recent work on the claustral ranges of
St Denis, on Cistercian grange buildings at Austerbos (Normandy), buildings of the order
ofSt Llzare, a collegiate building which originated in 11 college founded by Moissac Abbey
at Toulouse University, the buildings of the Trinitarian order at Burgos and an important
new study of the Templar chapel at Limasol 'castle'. In this section, also, are two more
studies of monastic estates in the Soissonnais (of the Cistercian house of Igny and the
Premonstratensian house of Val-Secret). These follow a format already deployed to great
effcct at Chaalis, StJean-des-Vignes and elsewhere. Val-Secret is discussed by Franvois
Bbry, who has bccn particularly associated with this t)l)e of study, and the close
interrelationsbip betweell developments at the abbey site and those in the economy of the
monastic landscape arc skilfully interrelated. \,Ve could certainly benefit from Blary's
approach in England.

Papers largely on manuscript art and an Jacm follow, including work on the Codex
d'Eginon, a Romallesque enamel plaque in the Louvre, two ivories in Amiens Library,
images of punishment ill books on the Roman Llw, Viollet-Ie-Duc's understanding (and
subsequent use) of medieval bestiaries, and an interesting paper by Claire Maitre on the
rat ionale behind the use ofdifferent colours for different initiallcuers in a late 12th-eenru!)'
Lectionary. A lively paper on some stunning late l5th- and 16th-centu!)' stained glass from
Coulommiers by Franvoise Perrol has wandered down the contents list to appear amongst
the 'crafts' later on. A small group of text-based studies, on the transmission of a 15th
celllury Italian manuscript, on the construction of galleys, on late medieval ship graffiti
and on the libTO del/'aTie of Cennino Cennilli, complete our study of the written word and
associated images.

The volume closes with a group of papers 011 medieval 'crafts'. These include a useful
account of the iron-work grilles at Conques (deriving from recelll restoratioll work), an
interesting paper on groups of late-medieval historiated floor tiles from ~eventeell parish
churches around Chateau-Thierry, a paper on pottery production in the lie-dc-France by
Fabienne Ravoin:, which looks fundamental 10 the non-specialist (establishing type-series
etc.) and a remarkable piece ofwork by Daniel Prigent on tbe sizes ofquarried blocks used
for walling stone in Anjou and Tourraine. This paper presumes both standardisation at the
quar!)' and also that such standards will vary over time. Even so, extensive measurement
of block sizes in local buildings seems to support both contentions (especially for a local
t)1)e of calcareous tufa). This paper might represent an important starting-point in our
understanding of medieval qu,u!)'ing, but clearly, convincing cases can only result from
stupendous campaigns ofmeasurement.

It is Ilot possible to do justice to the quality of papers contained here, but this really is
a volume with interest for everyone, and it accurately reflects the breadth of Pressouyre's
interests evident in his personal bibliograpby. The editors remark in the Preface, that this
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'fkgmatic, e1~gant channing man' with his 'well-groom~d hair, natty moustache and
serious demeanour' prismll: de prime abort! un as/J«I /qut brilonniqut. "'e should tak~ this as a
great compliment.

DAVID STOCKER

IJy{flIl/inf Pottery. By Ken Dark. 17 x 25 cm. 160 pp., 58 colour pis, 70 fiS!i. Stroud: Tempus
Publishing, 2001. tSIlN 0-7524-1942-0. Price: [19-99, $32.5° pb.

Byzoll/ille Glazed C,ramics: The Art tif Sgraffito. Edited by Demetra Papanikola-Bakinzi.
23 x 29 em. 270 pp., 307 colour pis, 31 figs. Athens: Archaeo[ogicill Receipts Fund,
1999. ISBN 960-2[4-261-8. Price: 110t stated hb.

Byzantine archaeology has seen 1l00abie developments since David Talbot Rice's
guide 10 Byzantine pouery appeared some 70 years ago. I Thus these two new books on
Byzantine cerdmics are fullyjustified, being able to take into account many new discoveries,
scielHific pollery characterisation, stratigraphic evidenc~ and current thoughts regarding
Byz.1ntine history, ~conomy and culture processes.

Dark's ambitious guide 'aims to dr.lw together what we know about BF.amine pottery
as a whole' (t t-12). Papanikola-Bakirtzi's book, which accompanied an exhibition at
Thcssaloniki, has the more limited scope of illustrating glazed ceramics, and more
specifically those found in Greece. \Vhilst the first book was written by one author, the
second calls illlo play various specialists and many collaborators.

The two works examine slightly different time ranges. Papanikola·Bakirtzi's book
covcrs the [nh to the 17th centUll', whilst Dark's runs fl'om the 5th celltury to lhe fall of
Constantinople to the Turks in 1453. However, his study is far stronger when it considers
late Antique and eiITly Byzantine ceramics than when it attempts to illustrate the SIOry aftcr
the 6th century. This is especially clear when he plays down the great changes that come
about in poltery manufacture and usc between the 6th and 7th centuries, arguing for
continuity rather than transfonnation (43, 47, for instance). This is a particularly important
poilll.

There appears to have been a greater measure ofcontinuity in production in the few
large and successful towns and major emrepOts, than in the rest of the Empire. This holds
true particularly for Constantinople where it may be a~ed that some of the first Glazed
White Ware ceramic forols deri\'ed from the lalest line (sigillata) and coarse Wilres oflate
allliquity. Perhaps this reAects continuity in both ealing habits and in the families of
potters. In much of the remaining territory things chimged quite dramatically. At Hinapolis
in Phrygia, for instance, large pottery workshops by the agora did not survive the early 7th
century. Pouery styles [hat followed wcre far morc heterogeneous. ~'Iy interpretation of
this is that the ceramic data bears witness to thc breakdown of estates and celllralised
production within the context of a declining market economy. Save in the case of the few
surviving towns ol'large estates (panicularly state-run, ecclesiastical or monastic), ceramics
were produced less for profit or as acljuncts to surplus agrarian production and more for
the self-sufficiency of small subsistence-level population groups. Full-time professional
potters could no longer be maintained as a category, save in a few towns where demand
remained high, and many may have turned Iheir hands to subsistence agriculture,
producing only the most fundamental ceramics as a sideline. This lies in well with the view
of restricted c<:onomic vitality of the early ~Iiddle Ages. Transport amphoTile tell a similar
story. Dark states that '~Iiddle B)""Lallline amphorae remain superficially similar to E..1rly
Byzantine exampl~s, but show more 'extremes' of design and decoration' (47) and that

I D. Talbot Rice. QJ:,tullilif Gk:ft/ PoUny (Oxford. 1930).
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they were 'often larger, or conversely much smaller, than Early Byzantine vessels' (49).
However, later 7th- to 9th-centul)' Byzantine amphorae usually show a reduction in size
and anything but extremes in design and decoration (e.g. Bozburun wreck, offSouth-',Vest
Turkey, excavations at Emporio (Chios), Rome and the Crimea, and kiln wasters li'om
IHIS/mum, ncar Naples, and Otranto), It would seem that innovative forms only start to
appear in quantity by the later 9th or loth centuries, when trade once again began to
blossom across the !\'lcditerranean and beyond.

As in Rome and Naples, a certain measure of continuity in pottery production
through the lalter half of the first millennium may be argued for major settlements where
there was a sufficient population to support the activity of professional workshops. This
may be seen in Constantinople. The disappearance of red (sigillata) table-wares by the end
of the 7th century may represent both a disruption of long distance trade with traditional
centres of supply as well as political or economic disruption of the production centres
themselves (mainly Tunisia and c;andarli in Turkey). The appearance of Glazed White
'Vare, which substitute red table-wares only ill areas closely linked to Constantinople, may,
instead, represent the growth of alternative areas of supply, closer to the capital, that
happened to possess light-coloured clays, These were also eminently suited to making the
most ofcoloured lead glazes, 'I'he technique ofglazing may have arrived in Constantinople
from the Danube frontier, where the technique was well known since the later 4th or 5th
century (sec Dark 60- t).

Dark's study would have been much improved had he taken into consideration the
large body of work that has taken place in certain peripheral areas of the Empire. The
numerous studies of Byzantine ceramics from the Crimea, for instance, are not even
considered, though CherJOllesos has yielded amongst thc most spectacular examples of
glazed pottelY to be found to date, well illustrated in the pioneering studies of A. L.
Yakobsen.\! The Crimean towns were important staging-posts for exchange berwecn
Constantinople and the north, as finds show that Byzantine pottery travellcd up the
Dnieper to Kiev, to Novgorod and evcn to Lund and Sigtuna in central Sweden.

Byzantine Italy is also hardly taken into account, though many studies over the last
twenty years have helped to clarify archaeological sequences through early-medieval times,
in both Calabria and Apulia as well as in Byzantine-influenced Rome and Naples,
Excavations at the Adriatic port-town of Otranto, in Byzantine hands lip to the Norman
conquest of 1068, has yielded both a kiln complex dating from the 8th to 10th centuries,
producing pottery similar to that of Corinth, and a sequence extending into the 15th
century,3 Rome may be likened to Constantinople through the usc of early-medieval
glazed wares, including the characteristic chafing-dish, common also to Corinth, and
distributcd widely through the Mediterranean. Though David Whitehouse's seminal
studies are cited, no mention is made of Lidia Paroli's equally important studies, or of the
excavations at the Crypta Balbi, in the heart of Rome, where contacts with the Eastern
Empire can be shown to have continucd well into the 7th centul)' and beyond,· Remaining
briefly in Italy, it is equally surprising that no mention is made of the studies in honour of
John Hayes that present a panorama ofearly Byzantine wares in Italy and beyond .....

'rhe Byzantine heartlands of Asia Minor, where post-classical deposits arc no longer
easily shovelled away, has also produced a host of smdics on Byzantine and later ceramics

1 For instance A. L.Yakobson, KI'Tamilw i /;a(lmirrs/;/Je pmi;;'l,vds/M srrdllrwMlloj !nlliJ,,-i (L'~llil1.I,'Tad, 1979).
~ H. I'attt:rson and D. B. Whil<';hous<:, '''Icdin·"l dumcsti,; !>Otlcry', 87-1!):1 ill F. D't\ndria and D. B.

Whiwhuu!l<: (eds.), Excmwlioas Iii O/flm/o. 1-01. II: 77~ Fiuns (Galatina, 19!)\!).
• S"" now D. Manarorda, C')'ftUl Balbi: Archrolo{!,ia e Sioria di UI/ Paull{;{!,io Urbano (i\lilan, \!()(Il), with full

hihlio.'(raphy.
, L. :jagui (cd.), (;aamira i/; fUlfia: /If-JIll strolo, Ani df! (;OIll'~IIO iii ollorr di]oflll JlI. flays - Ramo, /1-/.1 maggia

/.').'15 (FlnrerKe, r~}98).
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concerning such important sites such as !:.phesus, Iznik, Izmir, Pergamum and Hierapolir,
which could have been used.

Amongst the most thought-provoking parts of Dark's book is chapter 5 on 'Ceramics
as a source for reconstructing Byzantine culture'. This is a welcome essay, as pottery can
tell us much about a society if correctly read. The chafing-dishes (97-8), for instance, are a
vel)' particular Byzantine form that may merit particular study as a sign ofcultural-specific
eating habits. Byzantine dress, often represented on sgraffito plates, is also discussed, and
it would be interesting to compare the representations with clothing depicted in other
media. Dark suggests, for instance, that Byzantine fashion was heavily inAuenced by
western practices from the 13th century. Much could also be made of military attire, which
appear on ceramics depicting the hero Digenis Akritas or soldier-saints and warriors (see
Papanikola-Bakirtzi cat. nos. 203-6).

Dark's book concludes with a 'Catalogue of pottery types', which is perhaps the most
useful section for a beginner to the subject. Early Byzantine painted wares are, however,
almost totally ignored, despite many examples now known from Italy, Greece, Crete, the
Crimea and North Africa. There is also lillie mention ofpit/wi or large storage jars, which
were common in Byzantine territory and which, like amphorae, were probably also used
as commercial transport containers. In towns, apart from their use in storage, they were
sometimes placed along roads, presumably to be filled with water, replacing the defunct
fountains common to Roman towns. They thus recall the nomadic Arab habit of siting
water jars along desert routes.

Classes of glazed wares are covered, tbough more comprehensively illustrated ill
Papanikola-Bakirtzi's volume. Both maintain the tcrm Zeuxippus warc for a class of
sgraffito ware without dwelling on the abundant 'derivatives' (tcrmed RZD wares or
Regional Zeuxippus Derivatives byJohn Hayes) now widely auested in the literature. The
variety of ceramics that have been called Zeuxippus have put into serious doubt the
existencc of a single homogcncous production, so much so that it is perhaps best 10
cOllsider the various pieces as having stylistic affinities, rather than belonging to a single
class of pottcl)'.

For the glazed wares one must turn to Papanikola-Bakirtzi's book, which outlines
their history from what she calls the 'age of experimentation and aspiration (I I th-middle
of 13th centul)')', through the 'age of eclecticism and colour (I 3th- 14th centul)')', to the
'age of repetition and survival (15th-17th century)'. I believc thesc broadly represent the
trends. The entirc study is clearly presented and illustrated with numerous examples of
glazed pottery, including particularly valuable sections on eight ccramie workshops located
in Greece. These are supplemented with two dosed groups ofvessels from the t nh to early
13th century shipwrecks of Alonessos and Kastellorizo.

Both volumes might have benefited through a greater use of distribution maps,
particularly in illustrating lhe diffusion of types and styles. As regards illustrations, Dark's
colour plates rcly mainly on Morgan's Corinth publication or on the selection of Byzantine
pOllery held by museums in London. Papanikola-Bakirtzi's volume, on the othcr hand,
makes abundant use of new and high quality colour photographs, which include many
previously unpublished vessels, useful for idcntification.

Though both have an extensive bibliography, Dark often ignores references to page
numbers, which, in the case of referenccs to Morgan's 370-plus page Corinth volume, is
particularly frustrating. Dark's work also present's various typographic errors and somc
errors in fact. Figure 31, of the vcry particular Constantine bowl, is unfortunately missing
in my copy of the book. In one Italian reference there are three spelling mistakes, whilst
the 'eminent Turkish archacologist', actually the General Director of Antiquities and
Museums of Turkey, is not Aplay bUI Alpay Pasinli. The class of Italian glazed pottery
known as RMR ware is indicated as being significant for dating Byzantine contexts. Quite
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so, but Dark (28) gives its date range as c. 1250-1350, whilst it was, in fact, produced up
until the end of the 15th century.

Papanikola-Bakirtzi's book, whilst not intended 10 cover all types of Byzantine pottery,
is thc best current guide to the principal classes of glazed pOllery. It would be marvellous
to see a similar volume including the abundant material from other parts of the Byzantine
Empire. Instead, Dark's book is a bit ofa lost opportunity, to be adopted with caution and
is unlikely 10 'be used by specialists to provide a more closely defined and consistent
terminology for describing Byzantine pottery' (12). Its main function will be to provide
basic information to people seeking a first approach to the materiaL \'Vhoever wants to
further research in this field should, nonetheless, have both books to hand.

PAUL ARTHUR

City Walls: The Urban Enceinte ill GlohaL Perspective. (Studies in Comparative Early Modern
History). Edited by James D. Tracy. 16 x 23 em. xix + 697 pp., 146 figs. and pis.
Cambridge and New York: Cambridge University Press, 2000. ISBN 0-52,-65221~0.

Price: £50.00 hb.
us Enreillies Urbailles (Xll(-xv( Suck). (121' Congres des Socii/is Historiques et SciClllijiques, Nice,

26-31 OClohre, 1996). Edited by Gilles Blieck, Philippe COlllamine"Nicolas Faucherre
andJean rvlesqui. 2' x 27 cm. 357 pp., 212 figs., pis. and tabs. Paris: Editions du CTHS,
1999. ISBN 2-7355-0378~X.Price: €30·49 pb.

\Valls are generally recognised as components orten representing the single greatest
investment of resources (human, material and financial) made by a town: they ordered and
dicl'ated an urban interior and shaped relations with the outsidt: world; they were
statements of authority yet also reflections of a need to protect that authority. Strength in
that authority cOlllributed 10 an ability to respond to external changes such as innovations
in warfare. And in all cases the population within were central to the value of these urban
defences. Too often only cursorily discussed, or analysed purdy from a milital)' viewpoint,
the two volumes reviewed here signify a growing interest in town enceintes as structural
and social features worthy ofgreater consideration.

City Walls gathers together a series of geographically and temporally wide-ranging
papers and seeks through these to offer scope for global comparison of the act and
symbolism of ronifying and defining town- and cityscapes. Whilst the m,~jority of papers
explore European town walls of the historic era (with a predominance of post-A.D. 1000
timeframes), Islam, China and America are also considered (two papers each), and there
are single examinations or India and tropical Africa. Three issues frame the contributions:
the circumstances for creating an enceinte; the relationship to warfare and its evolution;
and socio-cultural meanings behind construction of walls or created by these. The latter
papers are especially valuable in modifying the (western) view that walls were simply
functional affairs, there to defend and define. For instance, Shatzman Steinhardt (4' 9~60)
and Farmer (461 ~87) demonstrate the depth ofsymbolism expressed in China in the varied
representations of city walls, whether on maps, plans, gazetteers (local histories), in books
or as paintings. Walls were integral to Chinese urbanism - the character cheng means both
wall and city - symbolising order; accordingly they figure strongly in art extending back
into the first millennium B.C. and seek to show standard, idealised configurations. In Ming
China (A.D. '368~,644), thousands of walled cities existed; these had a specific temple to
the wall and moat; gates had charged names; and extramural altars to gods ofthe landscape
and of the soil and its products provided further divine protection to the well-being of the
inhabitants. Cities were classified and portrayed in terms of the governmental units they
held; on maps the unirormity in portrayal was to reinforce the concept of a culturally
unified world.
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Blair (488-529) examines textual decoration on the well preserved walls, lOwers and
gates of Islamic Diyarbekir (former Roman f\mida): a corpus of 44- inscriptions covering
the loth to 16th centuries (thus passing through various dynastic rules), part accompanied
by figured (usually animal) decoration. Unlike the terse Roman text ascribing rebuilding
of the defences 10 emperors in A.D. 375, six loth-century gate and wall (relief) inscriptions
fully praise the ruling caliph and God and state how the ,,'ork glorifies religion and protects
l\luslims; the work supervisor/architect and financial agents are also named. Names, titles
and visibility Stressed sovereignty in an uncertain period - a formula matched in the
thirteen texts orthe I Ith-ccntul)' tvlal'wanids, who also placed some facing into the dty. AI
Fatimid Cairo, expansive inscriptions arc full of faith and propaganda; one extends for
59 m - recommended reading matter whilst waiting in the queue to pass through the busy
gates!

Siege war(;,re dominates various papers, if from varied angles: van Emden (530-72)
observes literary represemations and Pollak (605-46) 17th-cemury pictorial images of
sieges; for Renaissance Europe, Pepper (573-6(1.1.) discusses the protocols ofsiege warfare
and ofsurrender and the role ofmock sieges in both court and urban pageamry. Reactions
to artillery technologies and the need 10 'modemise' walls to coumer such sieges are also
considered, such as by Elbl (349-85) on the Portuguese in !\lorocco, where cost and a
fr.lgile hold hindered lake-up. Few papers aClUally consider walled towns and fortifications
as tools ofconquest and colonial expansion, although Parker (386--416) offers an excellent
survey of the cOntexl of the artillery fortress; interestingly, however, Kagan (I 17-52)
demonstrates how in colonial Spanish America physical walls were reject.ed in favour of
the 'spiritual walls' as inte'l)l"eted litcrally from the Old Testament's Book of Isaiah and
provided by urban religious houscs, by the orderliness of the townscape, and by rings of
Christian villages: here the power 10 build, to convert and to leave open a large settlement
were the means to impress and to distil any external threat.

A valuable bridge between Cig Wall~ and the second volume under review is \Volfe's
(3t 7-48) mainly documentary analysis of 16th-century walled towns (the hanna villu) in the
French \,"ars of Religion in which he argues for the burghers co.-operating with the Crown
and themselves creating the new defences. He identifies the origins of this strategy in the
outbreak of the Hundred Years' \\'ar, which marked the first major spate of town
fortification in France since the late Roman epoch: lhe war and preservation of urban
independence prompted extensi\·e defence measures acknowledged by the Crown through
tax concessions; the ongoing conflicts saw lown governments secure greater control o\·er
populations and economies to SOlin resources to develop both structur.ll and human
defences - but undertaken largely in submission to the king. Urban growth and stability
after the Black Death for a while countered a need for defensive renewal except in royal
towns, but the 16th-century wars and their new tcchnologies crcated a revised suite of
town defences. These 'scientific fortifications' were expensive affairs, however, often
requiring expert Italian architect engineers, but as artillel)' sieges became key features of
the Wars of Religion so towns were forced to adapt and enlarge. \·Volfe shows that for a
'rebel' Calvinist town like ~'Iontauban accounting records reveal the burden placed on the
citizens, many of whom paid their contributions in kind through clothing, cooking wares,
scrap iron and the like; the accounts here also detail \\'ork on bastions, 011 the materials
gathered, on work musters (with male and female \\'ork gangs), and they timelable the
lengthy process of clearance (of many private residences), cuning, building and finishing.
Such detail brings to life the very human input of these municipal projects.

For this reviewer, Wolfe's article was vital in framing the contributions presented in
u.s Enuin/a Urha;na, for which Mesqui's brief historiographical review (7-12) and
summary of the papers offered no adequate historical scene·setting for the three-century
timespan covered. Indeed, a good number oCthe contributions (deriving from a conference
held in 1996) deal specifically with the transitions to geometric Italian-style defences. The
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m<0ority provides case studies from across France in particular, but including Luxembourg,
Holland and Belgium; most discuss the combined resources of structural survivals, early
plans and even architects' designs, plus archaeological discoveries. The volume is divided
into five thematic sections which, as with Ciry Walls, inevitably have some overlap. Pan I
places papers on the small towns of Parthenay, Dinan and Cordes under the heading of
architectural surveys ofstanding circuits; Part II considers key archaeological contributions
and ranges from Strasbourg to Luxembourg, and includes an excellent review of the
defensive sequences at .r\'laastricht (Dijkman, to [-15); Part III focmes on construction and
matcrials and of the three papers here, Lardin (181-95) demonstrates the detailed
documentation for the supply and use of wood in defences in eastern Normandy; Pan IV
links walls with the broad theme of 'urban topography' (basically development of town
plans), in which the examples of Peq)ignan and the well-known L\ Rochelle arc discllssed
in terms of adaptation to artillery, whilst Elter and Sautai-Dossin (261-8) provide an
extremely useful synthesis of the varied sources available to show evolution at Nancy; Part
V, has contributions dealing with military conAicts and towns and includes Contamine's
(331-43) analysis ofthe 1428-9 siege ofOrlcallS.

In terms of formats, both volumes arc well presented and illustrated (Les Enuintes
Urbainls has the crisper photographs), and neither is weighed down by excessive references.
At almost 700 pages Ciry Walls succeeds in presenting a wide and informative range of
analyses with much new material to many readers, not just medievalists; Tracy's
Introductioll also assists, going beyond simple summaries of thc contributions. At half the
thickness, Lex Ellujlltes Urbaillcs may cover a much tighter timespan and geographical range
but here too the varied case studies oAer much to digest and particularly demonstrate the
rich potcntial of integrated research.

NEIL CHRISTIE

A Hist0'J' qfSef/{tmenl ill Irrlalld. Edited by 'I"erry Barry. 16 x 24 pp., 37 figs, 6 pIs. London:
Rouciedge, ~2000. ISBN 0-415-18208-5. Price: £45.00 hb.

This collection oftcn papers results from the twentieth anniversal)' conference of the
Group for the Study of Irish Historic Settlcment held in Dublin in tg8g, an evcnt held to
review progress and celebrate achievements over the two decades of the group's existence.
The decision to publish these papers was only formally made at the conference, but the
subjects and periods covered have been carefully selected in order to provide an overview
of settlement spanning t 1,000 years from the J'vlesolithic to the modcrn day. As such it
constitutes a VCI)' welcome general multi-period summary and review.

The foreword by Robin Glasscock, founder of the Group for the Study of Irish
Historic Settlement, pays homage to those who have made particular contributions to the
study of the Irish historic landscape, professional and amatcur alike, and sets the role the
group has played in its wider context.

The first period paper by Gabriel Cooney admirably covers the whole of the
prehistoric period in a limited space. The papcr is an excellent summal)' of past research
combined with the author's own evaluations of current thinking, all up-to-date to the later
t990s, and as such is a very useful overview of the complexities of II period ofIrdand's past
which is now receiving more attention.

The next paper, by Charlcs Docherty, seems very different in both approach and
source material used, and highlights the disjunction between prehistory and history,
commencing as it docs with a discussion of the semantics of settlement tcrms in early
Christian written sources, such as the use of 'urhs' to describe settlements in th(' 6th
century. This develops, however, into a cogellt discussion of the problems ofcharacterising
settlement in the early Christian period and challenges the established views of those such
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as Binchy (who championed the Norse) regarding the nature and causes of early Irish
settlement nucleation. Stout's paper, also on the early Christian period, calls, like Docherty,
for a multi-disciplinary appro..'\ch to such an opaquely visible period where written law
tracts and saints' lives must be used alongside archaeological evidencc, but reminds us of
the flack that is often faced by those who attempt such study. A review of various historical
and archaeological research is followed by the author's own study of the settlement pattern
associated with ring-fons.

Terry Barry's paper, like the preceding two, addresses the later first millenium ...... 0.
but also moves the focus fon"'l.rd in time, encompassing as well the Anglo-Nonnan period.
In this clear and cogent paper, he reviews recent archaeological evidence to question the
extent to which settlement was widely nucleated e\'eIl in the Anglo-Norman period, and
highlights the varied nature of the largely dispersed Gaelic sclllement pattern. The next
paper again moves the chronological focus smartly forward (and smartly too up the
settlement hierarchical scale), examining the nature and development of urban settlemellt
in the high ~'Iiddle Ages (here 1100-(350). Brian Graham covers a range of issues,
including the processes behind Anglo-Norman urbanisation in Ireland and the form,
function and social geography of the resulting towns and boroughs, before rtAtcting on
the enigma ohhe apparently steadfastly non-urbanised Gaelic regions.

A slight jump in time brings the reader to the paper byJohn Andrews on the English
plantation settlements of the 16th and 17th centurics, when, to somewhat palpable relief,
the documemary sources arc copious and no longer seemingly at odds with the
archaeological. Although hardly something to be proud of, the Anglo-Irish plalHation
policy has left behind intriguing evidence for settlement planning, and this paper considers
the full range of planted selllements from the more familiar towns to the less well-known
villages and fanns. The next paper, by William Smyth, covers the same period, but focuses
on the transformations of the existing settlement pattern and institutions resulting from the
English adminisrration, focusing primarily on military, urban and ecclesiastical aspects.

Following papers cO\'ering the 18th century down to the present, finally, Anngrct
Simms provides a thoughtful overview of the changing themes of Irish settlement studies
over the preceding three decades and considers the priorities for future research. She
identifies the need 10 seek the meaning behind the pattern of the settlement landscape,
rather lhan merely to study the history of individual settlements in isolation; the problem
of identifying continuity and change in thc Irish hmdscape; the need to increase
understanding of Gaelic Ireland; to set Irish studies within wider international contexts
and to focus on environmellt<tl archaeology. Such aims, as she rightly points out, will keep
the Group for the Study of Irish Historic Senlement 'busy for a long lime 10 come'. The
final pages comprise the bibliography, which has most usefully bet:n collated for the entire
volume while, crucially, leaving lhe individual bibliographies intact at the end of each
chapler, allowing maximum use to be made of the reference source they represellt. The
publisher is to be congratulated on allowing such apparelll duplication which expands lhe
book by 35 pages.

Overall, this volume is an excellent review of past work and currcnt outlooks which
will be of value both to those who know Irish settlement archaeology well, and to those
who wish 10 acquire a working knowledge of the nature and enigmas of the subject. The
way in which it skates rapidly across some periods, in particular prehistory, and dwells
lingeringly on others namely the early Christian period and the 16th and l;th centuries is
an Ul1a\'oidable consequence of the work that has been carried out, and does not detract
from the volume so much as sen'e the useful purpose of highlighting lacunae for future
attention. The editor is to be congratulated on his perseverance in bringing such a long
overdue publication to press (and one can only imagine the nightmares which must have
accompanied this task), and panicularly on ensuring that the papers were thoroughly
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updated for publication. k such this volume constitutes not so much the proceedings of
lhe original inspirational conference, but an updating of it.

CARENZA LEWIS

Ylux Marches du Palais': Q!l'esl-u qu'ml palais medieval? DO/Illees hisloriques el archiologiques (Actes
du Vile Congrcs internationale d'Archeologie ivledievale). Edited by Annie Renoux.
2t x go cm. 290 pp., many figs, maps and pIs. Le Mans; LHAl\/I, University of Maine,
2001. ISBN 2-9516981-0~O.Price €g2.0t pb.

This series of 22 papers given at the annual International Congress of Medieval
Archaeology on 9-11 September [999, is characterised by prompt publication, uneven
presentation (some illustrations are over-reduced, some footnoting does not refer to the
pages) and a good deal of repetition. The theme is the vocabulary of terms: how seignorial
and princely residences in northern Europe (A.I). 800-1600) were referred to by their
contemporaries. With only occasional stiflcning from the archaeological n:cord, a
convincing if complicated and indeed confusing kaleidoscope ofmeaning emerges.

Access analysis, that is to say the spatial and functional analysis of medieval buildings
as pioneered by Faulkner, Emery and Fairclough in England, now seems to be in full swing
in France. De l\'lcrindol, for instance, distinguishes between spaces of 'power' and
'pleasure' reckoning that they can be readily identified from their decor, painting and
iconography. She claims to have looked at 340 examples. Fran('.e cleMI)' has a richer corpus
of decorative maleriallO draw upon. The hierarchy of levels she nOlices can be paralleled
in North European lown halls where ground Aoors arc given over to less prestigious
commercial activities. The anxiety of noble families to produce the children necessary for
carrying on the dynasty is reflected in the symbols of fertility (ranging from ripe fruit to
bedwarmers!) depicted on the walls of lhe quarters resen'ed for the queen. It would seem,
however, that gcnder studies, championed by Reading-based Roberta Gilchrist, powered
by feminist ideology, has not so far impacted on these authors. Their view of the Middle
Ages (as in French society) remains stubbornly man-centred. There is no study of women's
quarters herc. Michael Jones, in an essay, amusingly entitled 'the naming of parts'
discourses on the vocabulary of terms used in largely Ccltic Brittany. He thinks there was a
difference between a building called a ca.rLrum or casle/bun and one called a domus or
manerium; the terms arx, palalill1n or dongio (donjon) are rarely used. Similar problems of
nomenclature have been noticed in a recent unpublished thesis by Viragos in Hungary.
Here as many as 46 different terms ilre applied at different times to similar sites. With
language so imprecise (part of the trouble is trying to translate the vernacular usage into
L"ltin) it is unsurprising that typologies based on terms are hopeless.

Casset's paper covers 27 residences of the top ecclesiastics of Normandy and grapples
with the problem that lhe terms in her corpus~ aula, camera, dwmbres, lind, salles~ change
in meaning over goo years. Concentrating on manor houses and their urban equivalent,
tbe hostels, she nOtes that by the end of the Middle Ages chambres (in the plural) have
superseded dwmbre in the singular: what was originally the private space vis;1 vis the allla or
public area, has been individualised.

Tom Beaumont James takes up the theme of vocabulary and applies it to England.
For him the bishops provide the fincst early palaces. After Henry I and Henry 11 (at
\'Vestminster and elscwhere), Richard I was too often absent to build frOIll-rank palaces.
The magnificent apartments on the upper floors of the Tower of London are compared
with those occupied by the Chief Executive on the top of a city commercial tower block.
This might work if we had evidence thal the White Tower was actually used by the
Norman kings. He points the contrast between the magnificent life-style adopted by
ecclesiastical potentates in western Europe with the relative penm)' of lhe downtrodden
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BY-l.<lntine episcopacy. Thefnmiliaeorthcse theoretically celibate households took the place
of the abundant royal families (Henry I, for example, Imel 21 children, two born in
wedlock).James traces the increasing ubiquity of the teml 'palace'; in the 16th centul)' the
tcnn is being sprinkled around 10 buildings such as St Augustine's Canlcrbury, which in
.mother age might haw: been called 'houses' (of the king).

Au contrairt Beck tl aI., in a paper on the residences orthe Dukes or Burgundy, shows
Ihal the terms cas/Ie and hOtel prcvilil. Parks and gardens were slralcgic.'J.Ily located ncar
centres of ducal power: after a hard day al court, the duke would rejoin his family in the
count!)'. In Anjou and Provence the tenn palnis was used interchangeably with hOtel. 'Inc
paper by Bernardi about Papal palaces confirms what one had suspected that the terms
domus, hospitium and palatium were used equivalently to describe the s.."lme building in
accounts written by clerical scribes hying from different parts of France. Plans were lacking
in this papcr so it was impossible to follow the complexities of the works described.

Salamagnc, in his essay, put fOllvard a plausible argument (backed up by Coulson in
England) for the increasing symbolism and lack of military effectiveness of mallY of the
'militillY' features of late medieval French castles. Arrowloops vastly outnumber archers,
who are in Illrn outnumbered by knights and men at arms. Town walls in England show
similar signs: those at NOIl\'ich ncvcr had a wall walk and the loops are too high for lISC.

This volume is stronger on semantics than on archaeology. Maybe the French
academic tradition glories in logical structure whereas the English pragmatists build slowly
on particular examples. The essay by J.1ambard Hhicher on the castJe of the Counts of
~leulan at Vaneville-Ia-Rue is of limited value because the exc,LVatioll was confined to the
stone building where.tS this ringwork followed by a motte and bailey is likely to have had
timber predecessors and/or ancillary buildings such ,tS were found in profusion at Hen
Domen but whose presence was fleeting. In a useful bit of revisionism Gai subjected
\Vinke!m,mn's excavations of Paderborn (lg6+-77) to a fresh analysis, and concludes that
a site visited by Charlemagne nine times, was progressh'c1y dominated by ecclesiastical
buildings and was abandoned by the imperial coun in the gth-Ioth centuries.

The most enlightening paper in this packed "olume is the last -Ihe result offruilful
co.-operalion between French academics and English archaeologists. Al i\layenne a
Carolingian proto-castJe, with strong symptoms of Romanitas has been meticulowily
excavaled and prompdy published. It is seen as a decisively political statement by the
disintegrating monarchy desperdtdy trying to rally Neustria to ward off Viking ,macks in
the west, symbolism allied to military might. Oxford Archaeological Unil has led the way
here, it is to be hoped that further cross-channel cross·pollilliilion will follow.

JOHN" STEANE

Monastic Archaeology: Papm 011 the S/urfy of Metlieual Monas/en/!s. Edited by Graham Kccvill,
i\'lick Aston and Teresa Hall. 22 x 30 em. 202 pp., many figs, maps, plans and tabs.
Oxford: Oxbow Books, 2001. ISIIN t-8'1-2 [7-047-3. Price: £35.00 hb.

Clouter, Abbot and Precinct in MediLval Monastmes. By Michael Thompson. I] x 25 cm.
160 1'1'., 70 figs, maps and plans. Stroud: Tempus Publishing, 2001. IS"N
0-7524-1936-6. £16·99, S27·99 pb.

In Michael Thompson's view, the 'shortness [of these essays] may commend itselflo
the reader in a fidd where brevity is at a premium and in a subject thai is perhaps best
taken in small doses'. '1l1e 199+ Oxford conference on .\lonastie ArchlUOlog, has resulted in
Ihirteen - more, or less. small - di"erse contributions that have been updated to take
account ofsllbsequent publications (up to c. 1999). Brief reviews of past approaches to the
archaeological study of monastic sites (Graham Keevill) and strategies for fUlure research
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and silt: investigation (Patrick Greene) introduce themes developed in sever.al papers. III
the context of Oxfordshire, Graham Kee"iIl considers the extent to which assumptions of
what a medieval monastic site looked like influence contemporary attitudes to their
<lrchaeological study. This <lnd tilt: retum of trial trenching - whose purpose in the early
20th century was establishing the plan, often for display purposes, and which is now known
as site evaluation - in place of the larger·scale cxcav"dtions of the I g80s generate
interpretative problems. 'Pieces of patterns' have their limitations; larger-scale fieldwork,
panicularly exca"ation, brings about exponential leaps in understanding and interpretabil
ity. 'Ill is is echoed by GIYI1 Coppad in his examination of Ihe developmem of
archaeological research in the context of consen'ation and preselllalion at Fountains
Abbey, a ,,'orld Heritilge site on view to 300,000+ visilOrs each year. Presentalion,
cOl\Scrvalion and public accolllllability are highlighted in W. Klemperer's review of the
Hulton Abbey Project, which began with excavation prior 10 consolidation and display
and increasingly focused on 'outreach': promotion of the results and community
involvement, with educatiOllil1 events linked to the national CUl"riculum. Education on
abbcy sitcs and the accompanying preparatory school activities arc illustrated by examples
ofanalyses offunctioll and plan (the 'typical' abbey again), of standing structures and their
possible reconstructions, and of lifestyle (Liz Hollinshead).

Terryl Kinder reAects on tilt: mass appeal of Cistercian sites ill France and the
management problems poscd. Her examples of POIuigny (in a gently sloping "'Illey in
Burgundy) and Fontfroide (in the foothills of the Pyrcnees) illustrate work at two "cry
different siles, with the focus 011 the problems of waler management and supply, then and
now. ~Ionastic water management in Great Britain (James Bond) is a consolidated and
updated review of two previous appraisals. This and a second paper by Bond are
substantial contributions, making up nearly half the volume. Bond's review of production
and consumption of food and drink in the medieval monastery is welcome and combines
documentary evidence with (more limited) archaeological evidence. Mick Aston docu
mcms the massi"e expansion of monastic and religious communities across Europe in a
'bTOild-hrush' but extensi"e suryey of the numerous, fully recognised, new orders created
il1lhc 11th to 13th centuries. These include the familiar and the less familiar (for example,
the Valliscaullians or 'Brethren of Cabbage Valley'), and a casc::-study of l\orlh·E..ast
England (Yorkshire, Lincolnshire, Nottinghamshire) shows whal Cim be done to chari the
monastic settfemem ofan area and so begin to assess the regional and loc.'l.I impact. Since
the conference, several casc·studics summarised in this volume have been published in
detail elsewhere: the devclopmcllt and imerrelatiollship of the Benedicline nunneI)' and
the Saxon and later settlement at Romsey (Ian Scott); the expansion of the church of St
Anne's Chanerhouse in Coventry (lain Soden); the post-Dissolution transformation
through demolilion and/or re-use of former monastic buildings in Hcrtfordshire (Nick
DoggclI). This publication (not surprisingly) does not feature today's f<tshionable themes
('mcaning', symbolism, ctc), but with its emphasis on public dissemination and community
benefit it reflects still current concerns.

Michael Thompson's book is also a collection of (naturally) brief essays: he ranges
from descriptions of ",hilt today's tourist sees in modern Russia and of the early 4th
century monasterics of St Pachomius in Egypt to the origins and development of the
cloister in westcrn Europe, including the plan of St Gall. Then, confining himsclf to
England essentially, Thompson discusses where abbots livcd (both within the cloister and
outside it, and in manorial residences outside the monastery) and the building of large
monastic gmehouscs, particularly in the 14th century. This eclectic mix is freely illustrated,
but the detail ofcomplex plans and maps reproduced from earlier publications is frequently
illegible, which poorly selyes the author of previous studies of the medieml hall and
bishops' houses.

SUSAN:\1. WRIGHT
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London Bridge: 2000 rears tif a River Crossing. (Museum of London Archacology Selvice
Monograph 8). By Bruce \'\Iatson, Trevor Brigham and Tony Dyson. 21 x 30 em.
xviii + 258 pp., 157 figs, maps, plans and tabs. London: Museum ofLondon Archaeology
Service, 200 I. ISBN 1-901992-18-7. Price: £22.00 ph.

This fine volume is really just an excavation report for the very difficult excavations,
undertaken in 1983-4, on the Fenninw; and Toppings \·Vharf sitcs 011 the SOlllhwark
riverfront just to thc east of the modern London Bridge abutment. It is also, however,
much more than that, as its title suggests, and the volume has now become tilt: definitive
account of the archaeology and history of the most important bridge in Britain. It is,
therefore, a worthy successor of Gordon Home's fine book, Old London Bridge (1931),
published exactly 70 years earlier. As Professor Nicholas Brooks, the historian of Rochester
bridge, writes in his foreword 'Vle are presented here with a new wonderfully researched
and fully integrated interpretation'. The Museum of London Archaeology Service must be
congratulated on publishing an exceptional volume, which at only £22.00 is a bargain.
The volume draws together all the evidence chronologically in '4 sections, the final one
being a scries of specialist appendices, which range from dcndrochronology and finds
reports to a briefinterprctation of the evidence for the bridge in the Norwegian Olafsagas.

After a bricf introduction, which summarises the structure of the report and explains
the difficulty of excavating the sites in 1983~4, there are (wo short chapters on the
fragmentary pre-Roman and Roman remains on the site and a long chapter on Roman
London bridge. Trevor Brigham suggests that the southern end of the Roman bridge
(unlike Ihe northern end) was not under the late medieval bridge, but further west, under
the Igth-century and modern bridge approach. I am not convinced.

The SlOry moves on to the Late Saxon bridgehead which is considered by Bruce
\·Vatson. Here there is a most useful discussion of all the sources, and the author concludes
that a new bridge was first built in the very late lotb or early I Ilh century. He rejects the
earlier suggestion that King Alfred rebuilt the bridge some time after 886 (or just possibly
Edward the Elder in the early loth century), but once again I do not find this proven, and
would be surprised if Southwark was just built as a southern fort on the Surrey shore,
rather than at the southern bridgehead. It is still a possibility that both London and
Rochester bridge were rebuilt in timber, in the late gth century, on the remains of the old
Roman bridgepiers.

From about a thousand years ago there is the first of a series of fragmentary
waterlogged timber structures tbat indicate that the southern end of the bridge was on the
Fennings Wharf site, and it is dendrochronolo/,'Y that proved the most useful new dating
evidence. Only with the start of the work on the new stone bridge in c. 1176, under Peter
ofColechurch, is there much firmer ground. The volume tben helpfully draws together the
archaeological evidence and the wider documentary evidence, and this makes up the heart
of the report. There is also a useful chapter on 'the buildings and spaces on the medieval
bridge and their use'. This republishes all the visual evidence (as well as having
reconstructions by Peler Jackson) and looks at the Stonegate, Drawbridge Gate and the
chapel ofSt Thomas the Martyr (i.e. Becket). There is even a short section on music in the
chapel in the latcr Middle Ages by Richard Lloyd, using the documentary evidence from
the Bridge House Rentals (plainsong and polyphonic masses were sung in the chapel by a
series of Clerks until it was finally closed in c. '553)' Tbe magnificent documcntary
evidence from the Bridge House archive is also briefly discussed by Vancssa Harding, and
then used by Bruce Watson and 'fony Dyson to show how the bridge was maintained with
its large workforce. There are also sections on the timber and stone supply, though in the
latter section the authors are sometimes muddled about the two principal types of stone
used (Kemish Ragstone and Reigate stone) and the sources of this stone. For example, it is
stated that 'almost all the stone purchased in the period 1409-1509 camc from Kem'. This
is incorrect. All the Kentish Rag did come by water from the Maidstone area in Kent, but
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the Reigate stone came overland from the underground quarries in the Upper Greensand
ofSurrey.

The archaeological evidence then continues with the rebuilding of the southern
bridge abuuncnt in the later 15th century. Tragically the fine Ragstone ashlar that was
uncovered and recorded was then destroyed in the redevelopment.

The volume concludes with a chapter on the later history of the bridge which covers
the post-medieval modifications (the famous houses on the bridge were finally demolished
in 1758-62), and the final demolition of the bridge, after Rennie's new London bridge was
opened in 1831. The northern arch of the old bridge survived until 1921, but then this too
\""IS sadly demolished. The last section concludes with a useful listing of all surviving
ffilgments of the old bridge in southern England (Rennie's bridge facing, of course, went
to the U.S.A.).

LondQn Under Ground: 77le Ardulf.ololO' ofa City. Edited by Ian Haynes, Harvey Sheldon and
Lesley Hannigan. 17 x 25 em. 327 pp., many fib'S, 4 tabs. Oxford: Oxbow Books, 2000.
ISBN 1-84217-030-9. Price: £35.00 hb.

The last 25 years has seen dramatic developments in our knowledge ofLondon's past.
Based 011 a series of public lectures at London's Birkbeck College in the late 1990S, Lo1/dol/
Undtr Grotlnd provides a broad sur-ley of archaeological work in the city and its environs
from 1970 to the present. Though the volume sUlyeys work from all periods of the cilY's
development, a significant element concentrates on the medieval period and highlighLS the
contribution of archaeology over the last few decades to our knowledge of this fOrllmlive
period ill the city's history.

One of the major 'discoveries' ofthe last few decades W,lS that of~'liddleAnglo-Saxon
LundmwU, to the west of the Roman city. In this volume Roben Cowie considers evidence
for the site of lJimJOlwU and the consequent progress of Early and i\'!iddle Anglo-S,L'I(on
archaeology in the London region to date, including the de\'c1opment of rclatt::d pellery
studies and the early monetary economy ofthe region. From a slightly different perspective,
John Clark examines the role of the Museum of London and the fOrlller Department of

rban Archaeology (DUA) in the ill\'estigation oflate Anglo·Saxon and Norman London,
in particular looking at the evidence for the Alfredian city and the elusive burh of
Southwark.

While continuing the chronological ordering, John Schofield outlines the state of
current knowledge on London's secular built environment in the later medieval period and
suggests how such knowledge can be built upon (no pun intended) by using a broader set
of approaches to the study of such structures such as investigating how civic identity was
represented and how urban trade and domestic buildings have changed over lime.

Alan Vince presents a broad introduction and overview of the development of pOllelY
studies in the city highlighting the contribution of morc lahoratol)'·based methods of
pottery analysis including ceramic petrology and chemical analysis. Furthermore, he
considers how the study of London's pottery relates 10 the study of medieval London, in
particular examining the dramatic changes that occurred in the second half of the 12th
century with changes in supply and pettery types.

Other papers ofsome relevance 10 medieval London are papers by Vanessa Harding
on the development of mortU:lry archaeology from the medieval period up until the
beginning of the 19th century, while Simon Blatherwick provides an insight into a
particular aspect of the archaeology of London's cllIcrtainmem industry, in this case
excavations of the Globe and the Rose theatres. The latter provides a vel)' useful case·
study of the various political and commercial problems revolving around the excavation of
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a cultur.\lIy import.mt, but unscheduled, monument. finally, Jane Sidell considt"N Ihe
contribution of environmclllal archaeology 10 lhe study of London's past. in particular
highlighling the role ofdt"ndrochronology in Ihe conSlruction ofa medieval chronology for
Iht." dly.

Apart from prO\;ding a broad survey of recent archaeological work in London, what
Ihese papers also serve 10 illustrate is Ihe major contribUlion ofcommercial archaeological
uniLS and Ihe .\Iuseum of London in particul:lL Such valuable work has contribuled much
10 our understanding of the past, though with the risc of competing uniLS (and Ihe
increasing 'workhouse environment' of poor wages and insccurily provided for their slaff),
Ihere are m.lIly esselllial problems. For c..xample, one oflhe problems highlighled by Vince
is the rdationship between lhe.~ essentially competing commercial units; providing an
environment of exclusivity where, as yel, there is 'no formal mechanism for cnsu.-ing
comparability of their dala'. This is a particularly testing time for some of the more
cSlablished units but it is hoped Ihal as such f1t:dgling problems are becoming highlighted
they call be dealt with in time, especially with the dramatic evolution of the internel as a
resource f<lciliIY.

In conclusion, Ihese papers present a very good overview of recenl work in the study
of medieval London's past. My only slighl criticism is the lack of any real discussion or
London's ecclesiastical pas!. III the medieval period London had well over a hundred
churches in the c.ity alone and perhaps as many as 50 religious houses in the region. Recent
excavalions .md studies h.\\"e been carried out at some of these sites, in panicuhlr SI
Bride's, Bcrmondsey Abbey, 5t i\lary Spital, Christchurch Spitalfidds, i\lenon Priory:lnd
Holy Trinity Aldgale, to name bUl a few. This omission aside, this book cenainly highlights
the major contribution of Ihe 1;ISl 25 years 10 Ihe siudy of London's p.."1S1 and pro\'ides a
relevant and up to diue overview ofour current slale of knowledge.

51.\10:': ROFFEY

Topographu.s tifPOlVC in the Early Jliddle Aga. (Ine Transformation of the Roman World 6).
Edited by i\layke deJong and Fr.lIls Theuws wllh Carine van Rhijn. x + Gog pp., some
figs, maps, plans and tabs. Leiden: Brill, 2001. IS8/1o; 90-04-11734-2, ISSN 1386-4165.
Price: £97,5°, €141.00, 164.00.

77" wng Eighth Cmfury: Produrtion, Distribution and [kma"d. (The Transfollllation of the
Roman \Vorld 1I). Edited by Inge Lyse Hansen and Chris '\'ickham. x + 388 pp.. 18
maps, plans and pIs. Leidcn: Brill, 2000. ISBN 90-04-11723-7, 15SN [386-4165. Price:
€99.oo, S122.00 hb.

'I'hl~se subslantial collectiolls orarticles are further products of the long-running series
of workshops organised under Ihe umbrella or The Translonnation of the Roman ''''orld
project. Both books represent the second published OUlput of each research group, with
Topographies marking a conceptual shift from ils predecessor Rituals rif Power (ediLCd by
Thcuws and Nelson, 20(0), while 77,e Long Eighth C,mlury extends chronologically from the
11,e SiJ:ln Century (edited by Hodges and Bowden, 1998). Given the length of Ihe present
\'olumes and Ihe Ilumber of papers that Ihey contain (19 and 12 respeclively), il is only
possible 10 lOlIch upon cerlain of Ihe archaeological conlribmions wilh passing reference
to a few of the other papers. At Ihis juncture, il must be said thai the overall conceptual
value of these books 10 archaeologists is considerablt", especially gi\"en the truly
imerdisciplinaI)' nature of mallY of the eontribulions and lhe "aI)'ing degree of cross
fertilis.nion ofapproaches and ideas that has occurred. Some commenLS on Topographies "Ire
offered first. Physical topographics of power, as Chris Wickham nOICS in his Imroduclion,
.Ire ont: of the areas where archaeology has dominated and the principal concepwal aim of
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the volume has been to forge a link with the documented cOlltempOral)' 'mentalities'
studied by historians. Heinrich Hiirke considers 'Cemeteries as places of power', which
represents a new approach to long studied material and one that other scholars are also
currently engaging with (for example, Howard Williams). Hiirke concentrates on
cemeteries, noting that isolated burials are rare, although radiocarbon dating and other
discoveries are beginning to indicate that the late 6th and 7th centuries, in England at
least, arc rather more complex than previously thought in terms of the range and character
of the burial repertoire. A number of insightful observations are made, including a
reminder that cemeteries do not necessarily create 'power of place' but that they may be
localt:d at pre·existing powerful sites (a theme current in prehistoric archaeology). Later in
the volume Bonnie Effros provides a most interesting series of perspectives Oll early
medieval reactions to ancient remains ill Gaul which has much wider theoretical
applications. Students of territorial patterns and, in particular, boundary clauses in Anglo
Saxon charters will find Mallhew Innes's contribution on issues Carolingian territoriality
ofconsiderable interest and value, particularly his discussion of the 'mark' of Heppenbeim
and its bOllnds. Lolle Hedeager's paper on the cosmoloi,,'Y of the remarkable site ofGudme
011 the Danish Island of FUllen and its landscape setting should be waved in front of those
who work on other periods who consider medieval archaeology to be theoretically dead.
While more traditional scholars will find Headager's approach a little much to take, it is
highly stimulating. Urbatlczyk's paper Oll the Lowcr Vistula region in the Bailie also
provides interesting insights into the patterning and meaning of material culture in that
region and beyond.

Moving on to 77le Long Eighth em/llry there is morc of immediate appeal to
archaeologists.John Moreland contributes two papers to the book, including a substantial
introduction that both reviews and questions characterisations ofearly·medieval economic
structures. He suggests that a broader approach, which takes account of additional media
and contexts of exchange, is necessary, along with a good helping of anthropological
theOl),. In a characteristically insightful synthesis, Ulf Nasman focuses on the peripheral
nature of the Scandinavian world as a scnsirive thermometer ofeconomic change. After a
detailed review of the economic pathways involved in long-distance trade, he provides a
valuable wmmary of the current state of knowledge of urban development in Scandinavia
before drawing even wider cOlldusiollS. Simon Loseby provides a detailed account of the
economic history of l\hrseille through the 7th and 8th centuries based largely on
archaeological evidence, although there is a hiatus in the port itself of deposits dating to
between thc mid-7th century and as late as the 13th century. Loseby abo notes the paucity
of7tl1-to 10th-century archaeology in Provence as a whole, and that refinement in pOllel)'
typology may begin 10 narrow the gap. Alan Walmsley rcassesses the nature of trade in the
Islamic East Mediterranean, in an attempt to examine the effects ofthc Islamic dominance
of a region formerly on the fringes of the eastern Roman Empire. The failure of many
excavation projects to adequately publish Islamic period levels is regretful to say the leas\.
At 80 pages in length, \¥almsley's review is a major synthesis of particular value to those
who are not familiar with the archaeology of the region, but aware of its role, however
distant, from a wcstern European perspective.

In summary, this is an impressive series that more than justifies the workshop
approach and shows what can he achicved when scholars actually talk to each other in a
frank and open exchange of ideas. Further volumes arc eagerly awaited.

ANDREW Rt~YNOLDS
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Image (///(/ Power in the Archaeology!!fEnTry-medieval Britain: Essays ill Honour rif Rosemary Cramp.
Edited by Helena Hamcrow and Anhur l\'!acGregor. 18 x 25 em. xii + 180 pp., many
figs, maps and pis. Oxford: Oxbow Books, 200 [. ISB!'I 0-8421 7-°51-1. Price: £35.00 hb.

A work ill which a number of the contributors draw allention to the different
interpretations that can be given 10 archaeological material depending on its context
prompts the obscn'alion that the same may be tfue of essay collections as well. A Feslthrift
is a rather specialised example of the genre in which the primary impulse is the desire to
celebrate the achievements of the honorand. The papers under review were delivered at a
gathering in Durham 011 the occasion of the 70lh birthday of Professor Rosemary Cramp
and, as they arc all written by former pupils who have followed their mentor in becoming
specialists Oil the early Middle Ages, they can be said to have succeeded in drawing
attention to the importance of her own contribution 10 the profession. This is underlined
further by the bibliography of Rosemary Cramp's writings compiled by Derek Craig and
an affectionate review of her career from Christopher .Morris.

But how docs this volume fill the broader function ofall essay collections - especially
from the point of view ofconsumers - that is the promotion of new knowledge? Here the
achievements are not so immediately obvious as only two of the papers draw 011 material
that has not been published before: those of Catherine Hills on ivory rings from early
Anglo-Saxon cemeteries and Nancy Edwards on the early+medieval sculpture of St
David's, both very useful and authoritative papers. The olhers either draw together
material previously published in a number of diAerent places (Martin Carver on the
politics of early-medieval monumentality), or arc further thoughts on sitts that have been
published already or for which various interim studies have appeared (Peter Hill on
Whitham, Deirdre O'Sullivan on Lindisfarne and Chris Loveluck on Flixborough). Some
of the authors express apprehension about how their work will be received by the dedic'llee,
and recall embarrassing tutorials from the past. But perhaps they need not be 100
concerned as, although some or the papers may lack the thrill of the completely new, it is
valuable to have accounts of so many important early-medieval sites drawn together in one
volume, and for authors to have the chance to reflect upon previous studies in tbe lighl of
new work, Deirdre O'Sullivan has some interesling comments on possible spiritual
interpretations of the Lindisfarne landscape following 011 from rccent studies of lona and
Sl Columba, and Chris Lovcluck provides the fullest unravelling to date of the complicated
interaction of settlement phases and the deposition or artefacts and faunal remains at
Flixborough. However, Peter Hill's second thoughts which sec \Vhithorn as founded by
dispossessed Pe1agians from Ihe sOUlh might earn him a sharp rebuke for being rather too
speculative.

Various reflections arise from reading the volume as a whole. One is the emphasis
from recent archaeological studies on how diverse early-medieval British culturc could be
and the dcmonstration that this was a divcrsity that did llot run just along broad ethnic or
political lines, bllt was the result of more complex local circumstances as l'vlartin Carver
discusses in his paper. It was a diversity fed by a wide rangc of foreign contacts, including
links with Gaul and the Mediterranean in the early phases ofS, David's and a trade rOllte
to eastern England via the Rhine from the 6th celltUl)' that enabled its inhabitants to
acquire ivory rings from the Illsks of Ethiopian elephants. These arc all things that may not
be immediately apparent from the written sources, but ultimately the key to understanding
early-medieval Britain has to come through a reconciliation ofwrittCll and archaeological
material as Rosemary Cramp has championed and demonstrated through her own work.
There are some exciting examples in this volume of where the two disciplines coincide.
Lindisfarne has produced evidence for the calves reared to provide tbe vellum of its
surviving manuscripts, while a brief monastic phase, perhaps of a double community, has
been identified OIl Flixborough in the early 9th centUl)' - possibly just the type of short
livcd arrangement for female religious that historians have recently begun to recognise in
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the written record. Interesting h)1)otheses built upon meticulous archaeological study in a
variety of disciplines is the legacy that is presented to us through Rosemary Cramp's
former slUdcnts, and it seems an appropriate testimony to her own high standards of work
and to her major cOlltributions to the study of the early-medieval past.

BARBARA YORKE

Plundering Ihe Pasl: Roman StollfflJork inlvledieval Britaill. By 'rim Eaton. 17 x 25 cm. 160 pp.,
77 figs, 25 colour pIs. Stroud: Tempus, 2000. ISBN 0-7524-190g-X. Price: £15.99,
$'17.50 pb.

When should a thesis be published as a widely distributed book? Tim Eaton's new
book on the use of Roman spolia in the medieval period provides some dues. The successful
book·from-a-thesis needs to tackle a problem. In this case Eaton has problematised our
desultory discussion about the re-use of Roman stone in the pre-Conquest ami pointed to
the widely prevalent confusion about tbe nature of any pre-Conquest quarrying industry.
Provocatively, but quite sustainably, he concludes that there is probably no new quarrying
at all prior to the late loth century (J 33) - all stone he suggests was hitherto derived from
Roman ruins.

The good book-fi'om-a-thesis also needs new data, and here Eaton provides LIS with a
really useful, though not complete, list of the locations ofre-use of Roman inscriptions (fig.
26). He calls on this list for support throughout the book, and effective he is too, but what a
shame that his publisher made such a poor job of laying this long table out lor us, Similarly
the round-up of examples of Romano-British sculpture re-used in church fabrics, is also
most useful- although again incomplete,

A book-from-a-thesis also needs to include new case studies, and Eatoll does not let us
down here either. There is an excellent study of the acquisition of stone for FitzOsbem's
great hall of Chepstow Castle, This is just the sort of study I will be rccommendillg to
future students. Previous assessments of the likelihood of stone being brought here from
former Roman sites look amateur by comparison and here we are shown how to make
suc.h a calculation properly. A similarly impressive trick is turned when demonstrating an
almost certain origin of the stone for St Wilfrid's monastery at Hexham at Roman
Corbridge. \'Ve are even invited to speculate which buildings were being robbed and in
what frame of mind - for Eaton is always alive to the symbolism of re-use as well as to
functional explanations, Eaton's work at Hexham is clearly only the starling point,
however. Evidently there is enough material here for another monograph that will tell us
much about Middle-Saxon construction, estate management and Roman Corbridge.

Finally one would wish the book-from-a·thesis to re-assess the established theoretical
framework and move the subject on, Eaton does this with an earnest relish, He pulls
together a case, which some of us havc becn making for a considerable time, that Roman
stone was not only re-used in the Anglo-Saxon period because it was useful, but also
because the stone ilself spoke of the appropriation of the Roman past. This is well done,
and I have no doubt this is true of many cases. But, no doubt bccause I represent the
prcvailing orthodoxy, Eaton feels he has to attack a paper Paul Everson and I produced in
the mid-lg80s problematising this issue (ci[ed incorrectly in the bibliography, I hesitate to
point out), I think Eaton misrcpresents what we say about the 'casual' re-use of stone and
that, actually, there is littJe diAerence between what he is saying and what we said then.
Indeed although he claims novel insights into the symbolic re-use of Roman inscriptions in
lintels, his argument is exactly paralleled by our (1990) discussion of the symbolic re-use of
Anglo-Saxon stones as lintels in later medieval doorways. Even so Eaton has rethought the
problem of the mentality of re-use, he has correclly divided function from intention, and
produced a more robust theoretical model for our usc in future, It think it unlikely,
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however, that he will persuade medievalists that all re-uses of Roman stone carry with
them a symbolic intention.

So is this volume simply a precocious triumph? \-Vell, it is certainly an extremely
valuable piece of work and fully justifies publication in this widely accessible format, but
there are several worrying scholarly slips. l\hlton never had an Anglo+Saxotl 'Priory'
(caption to fig. 12), the place-name Grimslolle (Dorset) is almost ct:rtainly Grim's Itlll, rather
than a reflection arlocal petrology ([ (0); and I certainly never said that Lincolnshire was a
county without good quality building stone (106 - how could I?). A more serious lapse is
the credibility Eaton accords (I '5 etc.) to the problematic article on medieval river
navigability by Edwards and Hindle (1991). This paper is a serious stumbling-block to
Ihose iIllerested in stone distribution because of its narrow definition of 'navigability' and
lack ofaccount of portage, punts or river managemelll through weirs etc. Stone was being
moved around the Fenland in punts drawing less than 20 em, ill channels less than 2 III

wide, into this century and this must always have been an important method of stone
transport. And whilst I'm carping, is the bibliography laid out by chapter solely to irritate,
or does it serve some pUI-pose? This seems particularly gratuitous in a book that is tightly
written and in which the argument flows comfortably from start to finish.

Such lapses may represent inexperience, clearly a hazard of the book-from-a-thesis,
but, as a whole, EalOn's is clear evidence that theses can be successfully published in widely
accessible formats. After all, the second edition can always be used 10 tidy-up minor
infelicities.

DAVID STOCKER

Sail Michele di TrillO (VC): Dal viliaggio TOmallO al cas/elio medievale. (Ricerche di Archeologia
Ahomedievale e l\'ledievale 25-26). Edited by M. 1\'1. Ncgro Ponzi ivlancini. 3 volumes.
2 [ x 29 em. 853 pp., 230 figs & pIs.; 5 colour pIs; 79 tabs; 16 folded plans. Florence:
All'lnsegna del Giglio, [999. ISBN 88-78 [4- J53-4. Price: €66.Go pb.

Trino flanks the Po river in the province of Vercelli in NW. Italy (Piedmont). The
published excavations concerned the area of the Romanesquc church ofSan ivlichelc, east
ofTrino (the medieval borgo of Tridillllm, attested from the J Jth century and wiJh [2th- to
[5th-century defences), whose location coincides with Rigomaglls, a road station or mallsio
listed in Roman itineraries, whose toponym persists into the 10th century. The dedication
to S. J\'Iichelc and altcstation of a 10th-century parish recommended an early-medicval
origin, whilst the site's distinctive polygonal shape (of c. 120 X go m), could be related to a
defensive cordon documented by 13th-century references to the caS/fILum Sal/cli J'vlidweli.r
(seemingly in decay from the I '250s).

Therefore, the excavation campaigns of 1980-1 and 1984-94 (building on earlier
finds and poorly published trenching between 1965-74) sought to identify a continuous
Roman 10 medieval settlemeill and material sequence, and to question late-antique
changes, early-medieval parish foundation and rural fortification (illcaslel1amenlo). The
results are indeed extremely valuable, even if somc questions remain only partially
answered. The first settlement phases (Phases lIa-lIb) arc Roman, extending to the 5th
century A.D.; a polyfunctional but productive role is argued, duly connected with a mallsio.
Phase III is preceded by alluvial deposits and marked by Glh- to 7th/8th-century renewal
of certain buildings, a new porticoed structure undcr S. Michelc, plus (chiefly infant)
burials (implying a first church). Potentially, the excavators argue, this mar~ a transition
to a private rural residence or estate celllre with chapel. Far more tangible were Phases
IVa-b (from the 8th to [nh centuries A.D.): although stratigraphies were problcmatic, the
excavations revealed a late Joth-/I Jth-century church and cemetery, domestic and
productive structures in stone, tile and timbcr, plus a defensive enclosure wall with
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occasional towers. The wall replaced a palisaded ditch of possible later toth-century date;
two wall phas{~s arc noted (although no details were prescnted on the previously excavated
Phase IVb wall on the west flank), with the second period (Phase Va) of 12th·celltury
date - it was unclear if timber and stone defences co-existed. The wall (whose dimensions
are Bot provided, but whose thickness was o.g-I. I m) had internal buttresses Co 3 m apart,
designed to support a wall-walk (these are discussed on pp. 515-17). In Phase Vb (V.2 in
the text) timbcr buildings were built lip against the inner wall face. The formal has parallels
elsewhere (but not as well studied as Trino) and suggests a sequence of fortification of a
seigneurial residence with chapel and workers, to all extended parish role (507-8). The
context of fortification is linked less to external threats (e.g. Hungarian incursions) than to
struggles between competing local clites and displays of private strengtll.

The vast hulk of the ceramics recovered wcre coarse/functional, local wares,
prompting clclai1ed fabric analyses (macroscopic, x-ray, chemical). Peculiarly, whilst
coverage of the Roman wares is extensive (207-361), the medieval section (363-76) is
barely longer than nil' less relevant late/post-medieval material (377-84). The metalwork
reinforces the image of a largely functional (productive/agricultural) medieval site (as
opposed to militaty), with tools, blades, and a full fourteen keys; other finds show weaving
as a significant domestic activity.

Briefly to note the contents of the reports: Volume I discusses the documentary and
toponymical data for Rigomagus and Trino (17-55), then summarises the excavated phases
(63-98) and magnetomelly survcy (56-g), examines the standing church and cxcavation
of its interior (1°3-:17), and reports on building materials (including results from mortar
analyses and thermoluminescent dating (t 37-84)); the final scction details the material
finds, notably ceramics (185-45 I) and including the mere tcn coins (six Roman, hut just
one late Roman, and a gap between the mid-4th and later !6th century). Volume II offers
comprehensive surveys of Roman 10 medieval seulemem sequences and types in Piedmollt
and beyond (453-573); finds and food are contextualised fully in sections dealing with
natural resoure{'s wilh an cxtremely valuable review of palaeobotanical and sedimentolog
ical data relating to climate, woodland and ag-riculture (577-65'2); finally the eemelel)' and
its population are examined in excellent (and readable) depth (655-755). The texts are
supported by Volume III - sixteen folded drawings (most of At /'2 dimensions) OrSile and
cemt:1ery plans and sections. A few faults can be observed: the results of the earlier
excavations are not addressed adequately (e.g. with regard to the wcstern stretch of circuit
wall, dated earlier than other sections); more (or larger and bener labelled) illustrations
were needed in the Excavations section in Vol. 1, plus clearer, small-scale phase plans
Vol. I lacks any simplified phase plans (reliance is on the foldollt plan G, or on fig. 173 in
Vol. 11); disappointingly, there are no efforts at reconstructions of the buildings and
defences; finally, it was not always clear 10 this reader what Trino was, especially in the
Roman, late-antique and early-medieval epochs: the discussion Oil rural settlement types
in Vol. II included, yet sometimes obscured, the S. 11'lichde site. These problems aside,
these volumes provide a fascinating image of continuity yet c.hange; further, they reAect
the value of systematic research excavation in enhancing our knowledge of the early and
later medieval Italian landscape.

NEIL CHRISTIE
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AberdWl. An In-dtpth Vir.o of tIu Cily's Past: ExcQmlwns at Stvm Mtdor Sites Within the Medin-wi
BUTg!l. (Society of Antiquaries of Scotland Monograph Series 19). Edited by Alison S.
Cameron and Judidl A. Stones. 22 x 30 em. vi + 336 pp., 15 colour pis, 205 figs, 29
tabs. Edinburgh: Society of Antiquaries of Scotland with HistOric ScOlland and
Aberdeen City Council, 200 I. ISBN o-go3903- '9-9. Price: £44.00 hb.

This volume brings together the results ofseven cxc.-wations in Aberdeen carried out
between 1978 and 1993- It is the second SAS !\Ionogrdph to be dC\"Oled to Aberdeen
excavations; the first was Monograph No.2 in 1982. This monograph reports the
exc."lvatiolls as a transect across the medieval burgh. This imaginatively maximises on the
potential ofdrawing the siles together rather than publishing them separately which would
have diluted their impact, not least because they represent development led rather than
research dri\'en opportunities. The spatial awareness displayed in connecting the sites also
helps to reflect the cognitive geographies of medieval Aberdonians, who clearly understood
and so exploilt~d the geography of their environment. The report's chronological depth
emphasises this further. It spans the Mesolithic to the 20th century, a sound recognition
that to understand a place fully one cannot confine interest to a single period.

The monograph then has a generally integrative tOile. The siles are reported
individually but in a particular order, helping to reflect lhe developmenl ofthe lown. Each
site report includes an excellent triptych map, combining the location map of today, beside
the relevant section of the Parson Gordon map of 1661 (the earliest town plan) and then
the excavated area set against the interpretation of Gordon's map. The site reports arc
followed by a section dealing \\'ith Aberdeen's rich medieval documentaI1' archive,
deliberately placed after the site reports in recognition that it is to be taken in tandem with
the archaeology but not as a pre-determining framework. Tht: pottery, small finds and
environmental reports follow, in that order. Finally the strands are drawn together in a
wide-ranging conclusion encompassing: pre-medieval land use (notably from the Meso
lithic); the increased potential for understanding the earlier medieval settlemcnt; the
developmem of the town's districts and architectural elements; industrial activities;
regional and international contacts; daily life and a look towards future de\·elopments.

The finds reports are detailed and informative but are conventionally structured by
material rather than function, despite the advantages of the lalter demonstrated in recent
years by medieval finds work in York, London, \Vinchester, Norwich and Amsterdam. The
conventional approach keeps apart groups ofmaterial rather than more closely integrating
them to help assess aspects of life in the town. Thus a ceramic vessel and a stone mOI'tar
werc both found to contain residues, analysis of which suggested use in dyeing and lor
t.mning operations. The report on this in the environmental section rather than more fully
integrated with the relevant ceramic and stone reports. "'·Iore generally, the tables
summarising the archaeological and historical evidence at the end of each site report on
the whole make scant reference to the finds.

The text format of the monograph is hierarchical. This is a sound approach but has
perhaps led to the inclusion of some unnecess,lI,' detail. Thus the environmental rel>ort
includes seven pages of tables giving planl and beetlc names, perhaps better suited to an
accessible archive. The monograph's general format is aISO'1 little puzzling: it is landscape
rather than A4/portrail. This is a rare format in archaeologicill public'ltion and one rarely
populilr with readers. Its use for this monograph sets it .Ipart from archaeological books
generally, SAS i\'lonographs and the previous Aberdeen volume in particular.

'rhe illustrations are generally excellent, insightfulJy combining black and white
photogmphs, colour plates, maps (including 3-dimensional contour maps) and drawings.
The series of pseudcrmedieval line drawings meant to reflect people living in the town
added little however and seem to be heavily skewed to male gender roles. The use ofJan
Dunb.1.r's watercolour impression of Aberdeen in the late 15th century was a useful
visualisation but I counted, with difficulty, only a dozen people in its broad vista taking in
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the whole tOwn, its harbour and its surrounding countryside. Archaeology is about peoplc
and this gives the impression that 15th-celltUlY Aberdeen was deserted.

There are errors in the bibliography and the referencing, which though small still
undermine the hard work that has dcarly gone into the book. Thus there seems to be some
confusion between 'Cameron, forthcoming' and 'Cameron, in prep.' There are also
incomplete entries for 'Caldwell 1978, clay pipes' and 'Tatman 1994, clay pipes' along
with a spelling, a place of publication and spacing errors.

That there are such errors is unfortunate, that I have disagreed with aspects of the
monograph though is healthy and neither should detract from what is a significant and
comprehensive publication of excavations in Aberdeen. It is a fitting companion to its
predecessor and the two make an essential case study of a particular medieval urban
environment, of Europe·wide relevance. This monograph is also laudably reAeclive,
notably evidenced by colour plate I (a photograph framed by a window looking on to on
going excavations) and the concluding remarks on research and interpretation. It is made
clear that the monograph has to take its place alongside archiving, conservation, on-going
research, display, talks, and school-focused initiatives. In so doing it makes an eloquent
plea for a permanent display space in which to present medieval Aberdeen to the public.
This volume then is both a valuable record of excavations carried out and an advocacy
document for a long overdue development.

MARK A. HALL

Franks and Alammmi in/he lHerovillgian Period: An Etlmographu Perspective. (Studies in Historical
Archaeoethnology 3). Edited by Ian Wood. 18 x 25 cm. 481 pp., many figs, maps and
tabs. Woodbridge: The Boydell Press, t998. ISBN 0-851 15-723-8. Price: £50.00 hb.

This was the third of the conference proceedings produced under the auspices of
CIRSS, based at San Marino and organised by the anthropologist Giorgio Ausenda.
Those familiar with the earlier volume on lhe Anglo-Saxons, edited by John Hines, will
know the format; papers, sometimes of some length, followed by a verbatim reporting of
the discussion between the participants. At first 1 found the discussion irritating: do we
really need the reminders about time limits, or the weak (and at times incomprehensible)
jokes, which are sometimes usefully signalled by '[laughter]'? But I soon began to
appreciate the discussions as giving us a real insight into the academic discourse of early
medievalists, into thc concerns and personalities of the participams, and into the vel)' rcal
differences of interpretation that still exist. There were nevertheless aspects of the
prcscntation that I thought inappropriate. There were several occasions where participants
made errors in their papers, which were subsequently pointed out in discussion. Those
who read only Hans Hummer's intraductol)' papcr on Franks and Alamanni, for instance,
might believe him when he says (12) that Anglo-Saxon type fibulae were found in the grave
of the Frankish King Childeric (A.D. 481/2); it is nO(llntil page 30 that Damminger corrects
him. Sometimes these errors were /lot corrected in the discussion; sometimes errors were
made in discussion, or participants wcre rccalling texts inaccurately, without, apparently,
having the opportunity to correct these errors bcfore publication. Thc final section, on
current issues and areas of future research, was totally unreferencecl, and occasionally
made allusions which could and probably should have been footnoted; it would have made
that section more valuable. These problems all reduce the value of this book to those who
are not familiar with this period or with the Franks themselves; but perhaps all that needs
to be stressed is that this is not really a book to be used by the newcomer. 'fhose who are
acquiring familiarity with the period - new Ph.D. students, for instance - and who want
an ethnographic perspective on that strange tribe of barbarians known familiarly as 'early
medievalists' will however find it an invaluable guide to their customs and rituals, and
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those who work in the period will find it extremely useful (and will appreciatc the relatively
dctililed index).

Perhaps inevitably, the book did not provide, as promised, 'an ethnographic
perspecti\'e'; it provided several different oncs, ilnd from a variety of diffeTCnt disciplines
and approaches. There were only two straight archilcological Contributions - Folke
Damminger on settlement archaeology in South·\\'est Gennany and its environs, and
Frilnk Siegmund on the hoary question ofsocial stnlctures and social relations as rc\·c.tled
by the ccmetery evidence - both of which were wclcome additions to the small hut
!o'1"owing liter-Hure about ~Icro\'ingian archaeology in English. But archaeology figured in
contributions from Guy Halsall (in discussion, and in his paper on social identity, which
drew on but went beyond his book on the archaeology of?\letz), and Simon Loscby, whose
folmiliarity with Ihe urban archaeology of Gaul lelll a lot of wcight to his discussion of
'Gregory's cities'. What might interest archaeologists cven more however -llot least that
lillIe community interested in the problems ofSutlon Hoo - is Manhias Hardt's paper on
'Silverware in early-mediev.11 gift exchange: imilalW im/Jm'i and objects of memory'. This
hrings together all the Iitemry evidence for the gift of gold and silver dishes and all the
archaeological evidence, offering plenty of material for a discussion which ranged widdy
through the historical and anthropological study of'the gift'. Hut cven a paper which seems
to sit ralher oddly in a conference on the Franks and Alamallni, in IImt it dealt at somc
length with material from England and from Italy, is one that would intercst archaeologists
who are concerned with the exploration ofsocial relations in early-medicval Europe. This
is ~layke dejong's paper on incest legislation. The incest itself, of course, is not the I>oint
of interest; it is with the legal definition or the extcnt of the kinship group that incest
legislation is concerned: a serious bone ofcontention between the Church and the various
post·Roman societies within \\'hich the Church operated. By the time that this series has
worked its way through Europe - English and Visigothic volumes have aJre<tdy appeared,
and Ihe Sc."l.ndinavians, the Continental S:LIo;ons, the Ostrogoths and the L'mgobards arc
all in the pipeline - this series will offer an excellent conspectus on the state of work on
the post· Roman peoples of Europe.

EDWARD JAMES

Mtreia: An An,s:ro-Saxon Killgdom in £uropt. (Studies in the Early History of Europe Series).
Edited by ?\lichclle P. Browll and Carol A. farr. ,6 x 24 Clll. xiv + 386 1'1'., 31 figs, 10
maps. London and New York: Leicester University Press, 200'. ISBN 0-7,85-0231-0.
Price: £75.00 hb.

Of the three key playcrs ill early-medicval England, both \\'essex and Northumbria
have received significant scholarly aUt:ntion in recent years, yet Mercia has lacked a
substantial ovel"View since IHercial/ Slltdiu edited by Ann Domier was publishcd in '977.
'rhe importance of Mercia as an early-medieval kingdom is manifold, not least its role as
the pre-eminent English kingdom during what is arguably still olle of thc murkiest of
periods, at least in archaeological temlS. l\'!ercia's domination of much of southern and
eastern England during thc hiler 8th century, close relations with the Carolingian world
and the apparently early development of towns are alllong its more immediately notable
aspects and each of these topics is covered in the present volume alongside a wide range of
further issues and deb.lles. The approach is multidisciplinary and the contents are di\·ided
into five parts - The l\lercian Polity: Church and State; Parallel Culturcs; The ~laterial

Culture of ?\Iercia; The Visual Culture of~leITia;and ,\lercia in Retreat - \\;th iI total of
22 papers o\'erall, including the editors' Introduction. While the entire contents will be of
relevance to those working on various aspects of the period, the archaeological
contributions will be ofgreatest interest to readers of this journal.
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David Parsons's essay in Part I is the first to deal with archaeological material in his
consideration of location and character of churc.hes, noting as he does th(~ absence of
surviving fabric from the earliest phase of Christianity in J\krcia. 'I'he nature of transition
from 'pagan' to Christian burial is considered, but without reference to the increasing
number of unfurnished nOll-churchyard burial sites, which are increasingly indicative of
the failure of the traditional Final Phase model as an explanation of changing patterns or
burial during the conversion period, The review of the archaeological evidence for church
sites is, however, timely and highlights just how much excavation could advance existing
kllowledge, Part III is largely a solid chunk of archaeological synthesis, with Martin Welch
providing a long-needed overview concentrating on the North Midlands Irom the end of
the Roman period to the Danish conquest. Welch argues strongly in favour of the
migration paradigm as an explanation ofculture change during th" 5th and 6th centuries.
Although certain scholars will find this view hard to acccpt, Wclch marshals a significantly
greater breadth ofjustifications and draws closer attention to chronology than onc llsually
encounters in diSCussions of this complex issue. There is overlap with Parsons's
consideration of high-status barrow burials, but the s)'lHhesis of the settlement evidence is
inlormative and useful. It is of interest that the rural settlements excavated on any scale
(Catholme and Raunds) demonstrate locational continuity and contrast sharply with the
widely applied 'Middle Saxon shift' model, Ddla Hooke pro\'ides a masterly synthesis of
the evidence for landscape and environment working with the charter material that she
knows so well in combination with a range of other sources, bOl..h documcntary and
archaeological. She argues convincingly that open fields are a respome to estate
fragmentation, but also notes that settlement nucleation was a long and drawn-oLlt process
that began perhaps in the mid-8th century and was still ongoing in the I I th centur)'. A
chronological mapping of land grants followed by a characterisation 01" the landscapes
within them is surely the next step. David Hill's contribution on frolltiers sits rather oddly
in a section on material culture and would have been better swapped around with ParsollS.

Succeeding papers deal with market centres and towns (Alan Vince), London (Robcrt
Cowie) and Mercian coinage (Gareth vVilliams). Vince provides an insightful and wide
ranging discussion or trading centres and the networks that connected them, In a clear and
unambiguous fashion, Vince outlines the catalysts for urban development (ecclesiastical
centres, royal and elitc residences, coastal and riverine settlements) and tbis is a discussion
which should be placed on undergraduate reading lists as it has a remit beyond the scope
of the book. The dirficulties of interpreting Middle Ang-lo-Sa..xon archaeology revealed in
places where we know there wcre towns by the latcr Anglo-Saxon period is stresscd and
echoes remarks made by John \'Villiams in 1984 when discussing the archaeology of
Northampton. Cowie's discussion or London contains much that is published elsewhere in
summary form, but it is of value nevertheless in this context given Mercian inAlIence on
London. It is regrettable that there are 110 plans, particularly of the more reccnt excavations
of ~'!.iddle Anglo-Saxon London, Succeeding contributions arc largely art-historical,
although Jane Hawkes places her material (sculpture) in a social COntext, whilst Leslie
Webster's paper 'Metalwork of the J\lercian Supremacy' gets to grips with patterns of
distribution of different styles as wcll as providing a detailed commental")' on the latest
thinking about the design and decoration of the ol~jeclS themselves. The paucity of
illustrations is thc principal reservation about the book as a whole, The extraordinarily
high price will encourage the more casual reader to place the volume back on the bookshop
shelf ratber than take it home with them, Overall, this is a much necded volume and both
the editors and contributors are 10 be congratulated for bringing together such a wide
range of sources and materials into what will remain a major source of refcrenct: for
Mercian studies lor years to come,

ANDREW REYt-IOLDS
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Sheaths alld Scabbards ill Eng/alld, A.D. 400-1100. (British Archaeological Reports, British
Series :Wl). By Esther A. Camcron. 2 [ x 30 cm. xiii + 237 pp., 80 figs. Oxford:
Archaeopress, ~.!Ooo. ISB!\' 1-84171-065-2. Price: £35.00 pb.

This book sets out to describe and classify a category of object that the author
characterises on page I because of ovenvhdmingly poor sun'ival as 'almost intangible'.
Scabbards are here defined as rigid blade covers of whatever size re·enforced illlernally
with wood, while sheaths are all those lacking wood and therefore flexible. The equally
essential terms 'knife', used ofimplemems thought to be primarily for domestic purposes,
and 'seax' arc differcntiated by length, 179 mm being chosen for the changeover in these
terms (this information is delayed until p. 49). A detailed listing of scabbards and sheaths,
along with details of any remains of accompanying implements, occupying over 50 pages,
is numbered in the order in which the objects were examined by the writer (those not
considered 'significant' - an attribute that docs not seem 10 be defined or further
discussed, but presumably too scrappy for delailed comments - arc omitted). Overall,
351 numbered items are described, some 50 of which are from Coppergate in York, with
sizeable series also from London and various Kent sites. A further 30 sheaths from Snape
cemetery are for some reason separated into Appendix 4-. Nineleen categories, some based
on form or other attributes but some 011 the date suggested, arc recognised. Exhaustive
details ofthe appropriate items arc drawn together and discussed under these headings.

The basic, numbered listing oreler chosen makes some aspeCIS of this sludy more
difficult to follow and assimilate than would have been the case with iI catalogue raisonnc.
This reviewer tried itt random to follow up No. 326, a ? loth-century sword with scabbard
recovered from the lale medieval filling of the town ditch at Bath (the curious dating
anomaly, with its implicit difficulties for the survival of organic materials, is not
discllssed) - but is it illustrated? It does not sum to be, but as this information is not given
in the listing there is no obvious way of working this OUI without going through the figures,
ordered according to the nineteen categorisations and trying to spot the relevant one in the
right caption. Number 326, after listing in the first concordance under county and ill lhe
second under holding institution, is under 'sword scabbard covers of leather of the 8th to
[ !th centllries' in the third concordance - which as a heading mighl have been a helpful
starting point in a catalogue raisonnC. 'fhere is some discussion of t)1)010gical matters
within entries (e.g. p. 66 - CategOl)' A, Type At, etc.) but no centr,11 discussion of these
matters. The category headings are not always simple and do not give much guidance for
an overall picture. The drawings, the order of which corresponds with the discussion
categories, are collated, but as they do not accompany the discussion, this dislocation
means a 101 of page-turning is needed to get to everything relevallllO a single object. Three
previously published scabbards of appropriate date Irom London,l here nos. 14-4--5 and
151, took this reviewer more time to track down than they might- not least ali they are
assigned to 'Vince 1991' in the text, though Prilchard is in the bibliography. This is not the
only instance of a lack ofjoined-up cross referenc.ing. The bead with item No. 303 has the
diameter and colour noted, but Ihe one with no. 302 has neither. There are several minor
inconsistencies which the detailed enquil)' may fall foul of, though perhaps this is not
surprising in slich a complicated study.

The writer's background is in conseniatioII, and this preoccupation comes over
slrongly in mllch of the text (Ihe study is described at the onset as 'predominantly techllical
in character'). 'fhe prominence of the discllssion oflhe properties ofmaterials, which holds
at least an equal position to considerations offonn, typology and decoralion, may have the
effect of deterring some readers who seck guidance simply on the artefactual side. J'vlueh
more could be made, for instance, of the development of decoration on the leather (the

I 1'. Pritchard, 199', 'Small finds', t ~O-\!78 in .'\. G. Vince (cd.), A,jJnl, '!fSa.\i:m alld Nom;/JII {.•mdml ll; Fillds und
Em'irollmml,d E"idmre{Lonr!on and Middl<.:s<:x Arr.h"eol. Soc. Speciall';IIX'r 12), 2 I1- r2.
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Q\'crwhclming pn:occupatioll of carlier commentiltors), lhe polemial of which is tantalis
ingly suggestcd by the Coppergale finds in figure 61. Little morc th,Ul Lhc prcscnce of
ornament is noted in lhe listing section. II would ha\'e becn helpful 10 many readers 10

ha\'e the leather creasers found at York illustrated (nOled on p. 5). \Vhile it is certainly
useful 10 learn thai the woods used for sheaths were mainly willow/poplar, follO\"ctl by
alder, wood's properties for tuming and bending are also considered withom the relc..''''lIlce
of this to the basic subjeci in hand being clear. Chapler 4 is an c."tended excursus on the
hitherto iII-ddined cuir boui/Jj, which mayor may nOI have been used 10 hold blades in Ihe
period in question. So much in this particular chaptcr is sl>cculative, again including the
degree of relevance to sheaths and scabbards, thal this miglu h:lve been better as an
appendi.'\;. Conservators are undoubtedly well catered for by this volume and (his review
does not seek to accuse this volume of failing to be what was not intended, but some
prominent indication of this emphasis in a subtitle might save general readers from a
twinge ofdisappoimment. "111e standard oflhe drawings is varied. The image onthc cover
and frontispiece is O\'cr-rcduced. j\llany of the patterns on the scabbards arc highly
complicated, despite which there arc a number of good illustl'<\tions, so it seems a pity to
have one of the less deady defined ones so prominent.

One docs not tnvy the author in eltcting to deal with what has turned out to be a very
diflicuh subject. The study of Saxon-period sheaths and scabbards has undoubtedly been
aclv,Ulced in Illany specific ways by the great amoul1t of work that must have gone into
drawing so Illucll infonnatiOIl into this detailed study. A considerable proportion of the
listed items were previously unpublished, and on Ihis basis alone Ihe effort breaks new
ground. Nevertheless, il must be said (given the author's initial stated aims of describing
and classifying, even if this is within a predominantly lechnicaltreatise) that infonnation is
not aJwa}'s as well prest::nled as it might be, making uphill work for conservatOrs and nOI1
conservators alike. The newcomer to Lhe subject and many users more interested in
particular delails will have to struggle ,,'iLh a lack ofjoined-up cross referencing, alongside
other diflicultics that have arisen from basing Ihe central listing on a criterion thai was
bound to be haphazard. ~Iost of the problems could have been solved by tight editing, Inn
as for some oLher recent BAR volumes, that is conspicuously Jacking here.

GEOFF EGAN

Ilu'Slow Rromlt.d. By Stanley \\'est. 2l x 29 cm. vi + 81 pp., 23 figs, 62 pIs, 38 tabs. Bury
St Edmunds: Bury 5t Edmunds Borough Council and West Stow Anglo-S1L'\;on Village
Trust, 200 I. ISBN 0-9541747-04. Price: £10.00 pb.

The excavalioll on·Vest StOw, Suffolk, was a turning poim in the study ofearly Anglo
Saxon settlements. Rcsctw excavations began in t965 directed by Stanley \-Vest, following
small-scale investigation by Vera Evison between 1957 and 61, and continued until 1972.
In 1972 the Borough Council developed the area as a CounLI)' Park with a wish to preserve
the archaeological site. Stanley West suggested Lhat a project should be developed to test,
b)' praclical experiment, the viability of his h)'pOthelical rcconstruction of a sunken
fi~atllred building (SFB) or GnibOlhaus. On the basis of the detailed structural, slrlltigraphic
and finds evidencc he argued that these were sophisticated ground-level buildings that had
planked Aoors abovc the pit. This has nOI been unanimously accepted and opinions have
been divided between this and Iheir lrdditional interpretation as sunken hUl-dweliings.
Howen.'r, this reviewer's recelll Ph.D. study of CrubnlhiiUSO' in Anglo-Saxon England has
shown thai the majority of the archaeologicaJ evidence fits more easily ,,'iLh \ Ves,'s
h)'J)()lhesis, although cenain aspet:ls of his illlerprelalion are also problematic.'i.I. The
reconstructions at \Vesl SIO\\' ha'-e dcmonstnued thai SFBs could ha\'e been COIl.$lnlcted
with suspended or cavity (Ioors.
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In a short imroduction Stanley \rcst describes his own background in Archaeology,
\\·hich helps the reader to undentand his appro....ch to the e....cavation. ·I11e fint p..m of this
new book gives a detailed summary of the excavation and restates Stanley West's original
ilUerpretation. It is vcry similar to that preselUed in the original report published by East
Anglian Archaeology (24) in 1985 (which has been out ofprilU for 011 least Ike years). '1l1c
discussion in the first three chapters begins with a short S1ll11lnary of the occupation
sequence and is followed by a discussion of the buildings, chronolo&"y and settlemem
organisation. The accoullt is supplemented with a large number of photographs of the
e-xc;lvadollS, Ivilh lllany detailed images ofSFBs during excav:nion~ a welcollle addition
as the original report lacked much photographic evidence. However, there are a large
number oftablcs, figures and other distribution plots, mallY of which are unnecessary and
serve only 10 interrupt the discussion. This sets the background for the second part of the
book, which discusses the reconstructions.

The second half (Chapters 4-6) is where the reotl imponance of this book lies. After
26 rears of rcconstnlction, this is the firsl detailed accoulll by Stanley \ resl ofthe work that
has taken place. It is clearly written in language that docs not require any greal previous
knowledge of the structural tcmlinology but which cOIl\"CYs his detailed knowledge and
pr.lctical e....pericnce of reconstruction. Chapter 4 gi\·cs the background behind the
programme of reconstructions. In particular, he makes c!e..lr lhal the project has been a
planned progression ofdeyelopmel1t rather than an auempt to product' an immediate and
ide..t1 solution, which is important and has been on~rlooked by some commentators. The
philosophy has been 10 lest his interpretation using the simplest technology and then to
pr~gress to more developed reconstructions, while maintaining Ihe intcgrity of the
eVidence.

Chapler 5 is a catalogue of the buildings in sequellce of reconstruction. There is i\

concise descriptioll as well as a diary of repairs and amendments lO each building. It is verr
well illustrated with a large numlx:r of photographs. In Chapter 6 there is a short summaI)'
discussion ofsome of the main findings. The resulL~ have important implications regarding
woo<I\"orking tcchniques and structural details, lhe ralt: of decay and amount of
maintenance, as \\·(:11 as management of resources for buildinl{ materials. The book finishes
with a critical response to the tr<ulitional interpretation of Grubmhiiusn as sunken-Aoored
buildings (ot term which has, through misuse, also become synonymous wilh SFB) and, in
!>....rticulilJ', ~Iartin Welch's discussion of buildings in hisA1/g/fJ-Stu:on Englnnd(I992).

This book is wrillcn for the popular audience and pro\;des a useful interpretative, but
ill places Q\'er-detailed, summary of the excavation and an imponam discussion of the
expcrimelllal rccollslructions, for a reasonable price. Overall, il will appeal both to lhc
inlcrested visitor to "'esl SLOW and a wider archaeological audience.

JESS TII'PJ,;R

Kl/lIIl og Iwugfi lir lIeidlll/m sin (I is/allf/i. By Kristi:in £ldj:lfIl. 2nd cd., rcvised by Adolf
Fri3riksson. 17 x 24 Clll. 6t5 pp.• 396 figs, maps and tabs. Reykjavik: ~lal og menning,
2000. tSBN 9979-3-21°7-5. Price: IKR 6,132.

This is a rC\rised edition ofthc Ph.D. thesis of Kristiim EI<ljarn, the fornlCr head of the
t\alional ~Iu.seum and President of ledand. first published in 1956. with amendments and
i1dditions by Adolf Fri3riksson. The most imponam lIddition for readers of this journal is
the 6 I-page English secLion wriuen by Fri3riksson. E1djarn's study is a pionecring work on
Icelandic archaeology, which deals wilh heathen gr.wcs and grave goods knO\\T1 up to the
year 1955 and their wider context. "le main body of the book is a listing of gr.wes and
their contents, artefacls and bones, both human and animal. But EI<ljarn also attemplS a
comprehensiv(" pictllrr of Icelandic he..lthen burial customs :lnd puts the granos and their
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contellls into a Scandinavian comext. He offers a thorough discussion of individual l)l)es
01" artef;\cts and of the development of SCillldillavian art styles in the Viking Period with
special rderence to tbe Icelandic material found in gril\'CS and elscwhere. And in till'
concluding chapter he uses the information provided by tht: graves as the basis for an
intt:rprctiltion of the origin of the Icelanders. The fact lhat artcfacts found in heathcn
graves provide a major part of the archaeological evidence for the initial settlement of
keland ~ the country was sellled in about A.D. 8iO, and Christianity, which ended the
practice of leaving grave goods, was adopted in about A.D. !OOO ~ has meant thill
Elclj{lnl'S book has served as a major reference work for early Icelandic archaeology.

The editor's aim in producing this new edition is threefold: to update the list of
heathen gravt:s, to maimain interest in lhe topic, and to make this valuable but long Ollt

ol~prillt volume availablc to a llew gcneration. These aims have been met, and in this new
edition we have a list ofall grave finds up to the year 2000. There is, on the olhcr hand, no
attempt 10 update our knowledge of Scandinayian burial archacolob,)' and how the work
carried out in this field O\'er the past 45 )'{'ars rcflects 011 the Icelandic matcrial. Nor does
the new edition add much to our understanding ofheathcn graves in Iceland. A thorough
reworking of the material would, indeed, have required much more research and a ncll'
book. It is a pity, nonetheless, that with the considerable inerea~e in illustrations the editor
did not usc the opportunity to tUI'll the covel'ilge of the objects, the main contellt of the
book, into a well organised catalogue and thus make lhis important material more easily
acces~ible.

The English section is only in part a direct summary of the lc.e1andic text. The list of
graves contains the barest minimum of information on grave condition and con lent and a
spot eheck revealed a number of inaccuracies. It can therefore only be used as an indication
of the contents of the gravt:s. For more detail readers must revert to the Icelandic text.
Mosl of lhe English section is in l~\ct lhe editor's summing up of the material presented ill
the book, starting with a brief introduction to Icelandic archaeology and 10 the way lhe
book is laid out, followed by an overview of distribution, location and types of grave
(mound, boat grave etc.), and a brief analysis of skeletal material, numbers and types of
objects found. No summary is given of the chaptcr on Scandinavian art styles.

There is a considerable increase in the number of illustrations in the new edition 
396 as comparcd to 194~ and in most instances they arc an improvement on the old
ones. Not all the material is illustrated, however, and it is not clear 011 what basis it has
been chosen. l'vlany of the illustrations art: too small-scale to show any detail uftbe objects
and some are produced with heavy shadows that spoil the overall eAect. A cross·referencc
lwtwecn the objects in the photographs and the descriptions in the text would have been
useful. E.ven more useful for non-Icelandic readers would have been English captions lor
lhe illustrations, and the omission of a list of illustrations, included in the old version, is
most rcgreuablc. An addition to the first edition is a number of drawings of objects, some
of which arc excellent, although too many are inaccurate. A grcat improvement, however,
is the distribution maps which art: very well produced.

E.[clj{lrn's book remains the most important reference work on Icclandic archaeology,
and Frioriksson's new edition is 10 be welcomed. However, a good opportunity was missed
to make the material more accessible, particularly to non-Icelandic readers, sonwthing
which 1l<L~ been called for ever since the first edilion appeared.

GUUKUN SV~:INHJARNARD6TItR
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TIll Evolution rif the Fishi1lg /lilfage: Landscape alld Society Along the South DeVOll Const, /086-f550.
(Leicester Explorations in Local HistOlY I). By Harold Fox. [4 x 2 I em. xviii + 208 pp.,
26 figs, 6 tabs. Oxford: Leopard's Head Press, 2001. ISBN 0-9°4920-43-7. Price
[13_50 pb.

The production of crops and the raising of stock lies at the heart of the study of rural
economic hisLOry. Research in the last decade or so has made it increasingly clear lhal
numerous other activities were also practised in the cotllltl),sidc. The work of farming did
not predude small-scale industrial activity, including textile production, the gathering or
natural products, such as nuts from tbe woodland, and even fishing. It was possible to fit
such work in around the agricultural calendar. But though these activities may have been
locally important for the peasant communities, they have left relatively little trace in the
documentary record, and even less archaeological evidence. As II consequence, there have
been relatively few studies of medieval fishing, and particularly of the practice based, not
on the major ports, but on minor landing places along the coast. The present work is the
first full-length publication which examines the contribution of coastal fishing to a local
economy.

The title of the Fox's book makes clear that his primal)' interest is not in the fishing
industry as such, but ilS significance for the pattern ofsettlement. Few scttlements were to
be found on the coast in the medieval period, unless they were ports whose economics were
based on lhe shipping of goods. This docs not mean that the coastline was unfrequented.
Fish were caught nOt only from boats, but also in fixed nets and traps situated on the
foreshore. Shellfish were gathered, gulls and puffins were trapped, salt was man\lfacwred
from brine, items from wrecks were sought out and the unidentified material described 'sea
coal' was collected at Budleigh Saltertoll. More significant than any of these was the local
custom of collecting beach sand to spread on inland fields to improve the soil texture and
reduce acidity. This was practised on a vel)' large scale and was probably responsible for
the numerous tracks linking small coves to nearby settlements.

The study of fishing farmers and their activities forms the heart of this book. Fox
argues that fishing villages were not established in Devon until the end of thc 15th centlll)'.
Before that date fishing was undertaken as a by-employment by farmers who also grew
crops, raised caule and sheep, managed their hives and kept orchards. Fishing was only
aile element among many which produced products for sale and for the table. Fishing was
not even practised on a Iargc scale. The cost of boaIS and ncts was often divided bctween a
number of 'associates', many of whom would have lived some miles from the coast. The
fishing gear and the boms werc kept close to the shore in sheds, known as 'cellars', although
they werc ground-level buildings. These storage buildings clustered together on pieces of
waste between suitable lengths of the shore and the fields. Fox lays out the material remains
which could be expected to survive from these siles. It is almosl a blueprint for
archaeological investigation. The late medieval cellar buildings were sufficiently large to
accommodate boats which he suggests were pulled into them when out of lise. The
examples which survived to be sketched in the 19th centul)' were single-slorey buildings
without windows, built either of timber, cob or slatestone and with thatch roofs.

The population of Devon appears to have started to recover from its post-plague
nadir around 1480 and the new, often landless, population found homes in the places on
the coast where there had been just storage buildings. New cottages were constructed and
permanently occupied villages developed, sometimes with their own chapel. The new
inhabitants were full-time fishing families, and the praCtice of part-time fishing by inland
farmers declined.

This rich study opens up numerous lines ofenquilY, not only about South DeVOll, but
the English countlyside more generally. Some of these issues are discussed by Fox, but one
other may be outlined here. Too often our perspective on medieval rural life has been
conditioned by more recent experience offarming. The cultivation of fields and the raising
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of animals were only some of the means by which the richness of the countryside could be
exploited. The gathering of wild plants and fruit, and the snaring and hunting of animals,
both where it was permitted and where it was not, were other means. The sea and the
seashore were to the medieval peasant merely different environments with varied resources
which could be profitably gathered or produced. There is no evidence that such an eclectic
approach necessarily represents a society under stress: it could be viewed, in Fox's words,
as 'bucolic abundance'. Activities such as fishing should not be considered a curiosity: an
interesting, but thoroughly marginal activity. They were, as the remarkable surviving tithe
accoullls ofWoodbUl)' seem to show, integral to late medieval rural life. The real problem
for the medieval archaeologist and historian is to find the evidence for the numerous
resources which were produced in the countl)'side.

To open up new insights not merely into fishing activity, but also in a range of other
issues, including the impact of the Hundred Years' \'Var on coastal communities, the
character of settlement development and the nature of employment, is a significant
achievement. There is much to reflect upon here.

MARK GARDINER

Forlification and &lIlemenl in Crusader Palestine. (Variorum Collected Studies Series 675). By
Denys Pringle. 23 x 31 cm. x + 334 pp., 137 figs. Aldershot: Ashgate, 2000. ISBN
0-86078-819-9. Price: £75.00 hb.

The transformation ofcrusading studies over the last quarter ofa century is now well
known. One of its most important elements has been the growth in the study of the society
created by the L1.tins in the East and its relationship to existing peoples and instilUtions: in
short, investigation into the totality of the cultural milieu of Palestine and Syria in the 12th
and 13th centuries. Denys Pringle is one of the most distinguished contributors to this
subject, most imponamly in his Secular Buildings in tlu Crusader Kingdom qfJerusalem and in
the three-volume The Churches qfthe Crusader Kingdom qfJerusalem (two have appeared, the
third is imminent). Thc twelve studies reprinted here reflect the work which underpins
these volumes. They are divided into three parts, the towns (three anicles), the rural
settlements (four articles) and the castles (five articles), and they show the great value of
using documental)', topographical and archaeological evidence in combination. Thus, the
articles include maps, plans, phol.Ographs and statistical lists, as well as making extensive
reference to both contemporary documentary evidence and the written accounts of those
who have visited the sites since and observed remains no longer extant. Bringing these
articles together not only makes accessible some pieces to be found in publications not
readily available in most university libraries, but it also enables the author to present them
in a manner which shows their interrelationship, so that each of the three sections begins
with a more general survey, followed by detailed case histories of particular towns,
scttlements or specific ilcms ofarchacological evidence.

The first article on the towns provides a context by defining what is meant by a town
in this region and by analysing the main urban places that are known to have had
fortifications. One of these was, of course, Jerusalem, the subject of the second article,
where Pringle creates a strong sense of the atmosphere of the t 2lh-century city which,
lacking the economic imperative of a port like Acre, was a place of churches, houses,
hotels, hospitals, shops, restaurants and local markets. The third study focuses even more
tightly all the interpretation ofan inscription upon a specific stone which records Richard
l's rebuilding of the walls of Ascalon during the Third Crusade in the early months of
I 192. This identifies the supervisor as Philip of Poitiers, Richard's chamberlain and, after
the drowning of Roger Malcael, the royal vice-chancellor, in April 1191, his most
important official on the crusade. Taken in conjunction with the other documentary and
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archaeological cvidcm:r:. the implications of this bc.-comc clear, for the huge amount of
effort l.Uld cxpen.<;e which wcnl into the work 'helps explain why Richard was so loath 10
agTl~ (0 iu demolition l<IIcr in the sonne year", Ultimately no agrr-cmem wlth Saladin was
possible until this was dont, but the reasons for Richard's obduracy on this point despite
the urgent need for ,I j>eOlCC, ocrome \'err underst..:mdable.

The articles on rum! scluemclH arc similarly prect'dcd by a cOllle;"lUal piece. Once
thought rclati,-e1y r.lre. re-cent Tt'seardt suggests a much grtlltcr degree of seulemcnt in
certain areas orthe Kingdom ofJerus.;J.lem. HO\\'cw:r, Pringle underlines the problems of,
on the 011(" hand. drawing conclusions from maps on which it is all too easy fOT 'possible's'
to harden into 'certainties' :U1d. on the other. assessing densilit'.5 on Ihe basis of absolute
certainties only. This short and reftccti\·t' CSS<"y pro\·ide.'i an effective framework for thl:':
detailed studit·s of tht' \'illagcs of al:Jib, ar-Ram. al-Hira (~lagna ~lahumeria) and llllrj
Bardawil. All these are within an are:1 north ofJerusalcm which related dosely to the cily
itself and is now known to ha\'c Ix'en quile eXlt:nsiwly ~tllcd by the Franks. 'lh:
in\'estig'alion illlO al:J ib and ar-Ram is a particularly illtcn'sting cxamplc of the art of tht
possibk, in thaI modem building and the pressures oftbe Israeli-Palestinian conflin arc
likely 10 dcstroy vital ('vidcnce hefore lhe funding' lor ally larg'{'-scalc excavation call bc
lound. This shows whal C.lll he achieved by the shrewd 1l.'iC of the obscryations ofpre\'iolls
lran'Hers, ofa past excavation (by Fatlwr Bellannino Bagatti) and by dClailed inspC('lioll of
what can now be seen above g:round.

Castles are lhe mosl obviolls and most studied manifcstalion of the crusader presencc.
Pringle's studies rangt' from til(" l:irgc-scale conSlructions oflhe milit:u)' orders such as La
«eve, Saf.'\d and l\lomfon. 10 the small towers used as refug('s, a.... administralive centrt"s
and, within towns, as noble and instiul1ion;:tl residences. There are fresh approaches lO all
oftlu:se. Thc Templars, for cxample, can be shown to havc continued to fulfil !.heir original
mandate of protecting pilgrims 'L~ long as !.hey were able. During the 121h century they
established ro...d stations such as Q.1.I':lt ad-Damm (the Rt"d Cl'ilem) along the roule they
patrollt"d betweenJerus.i11em and t1lt:Jordan" and in the 124-OS they rebuilt Safad at gre:.1t
c.xpense. once more making the Galile...n siles accessible after a gap of more than half a
femur)'. Less \\'ell knO\\1llhan Sar.1.d is La fcYe, a Templar supply depol and administralin:
centre" where Pringle shows thai, because il lacks spectacular remains, its importance has
been undereslimated. It was in fart only slightly smaller than lhe g:real Hospilaller castle of
Hdvoir. The lasl study in this section offers yet anal her perspectivc, since il cx:\mines a
I 3th-ct'IllU!)' hall <II 1'1 10l1tfon caslle. apparently based upon the remains ofa dam and mill
which cxislcd there in the 12th cemu!)' before the caslle was built.

Thcre is a pleasing: unilY to lhis volumc, e\'en though 1111': articles were published over
a period oflwel\'c years betwcen 1983 and 1995. All the ilrms individually arc:: of value,
but laken as whole they make a notable comribmion to our understanding of Frankish life
ill the Kingdom of Jerusalem, based on Dcnys Pringle's clmranerislically sound
melhodology anel keen eye for conl~·Xt.

MALCOLM BARBER

L'abhaYI" dl" "llkrs-en-Bmbul/t: COllstructioll, {rJ/ifiguratwl/ tt significatiol/ d·,lIIl" abbap cirltrciell1lt
l!ollliflllt. (Studia f't Docurnent:t II). By Thomas Coonmns. 25 x 32 cm. 622 pp., many
fig" and plans. Brussels: Edition Racine, 2000" ISB.... 2-87386-200-9. Price: € 38. II ph.

Ardltologit 1"1 orcllitutuu d"un rill" monasliqul" \'-x.,,'" siNks: 10 aas tk "d,"cl"s a tobba)'t Saini·
(;",,,oin d:luxnrt. (l\lemoire de 101 section d"archeologie f't d'histoire de I"art !o). Edited
by Christian Sapin. 21 x 27 CIll. 493 pp." 485 figs. 10 fold-out plans. Paris: Editions de
CTHS. 2000, ISB:'" '1-7355 0421-2. Pric(': €38.11 pb.

'1l1e archaeology ofmonastic houses in Continl"utal Europe is ("urrently undergoing a
considerable rc\;\·al of illtacsl. These two \·olumrs show what can now be achif'ved
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through well-founded research thai leads to la\;sh and comprehensive publication al a
reasonable price. Both volumes :Idd important case siudies to the corpus ofsiles that ha\'e
now been subject 10 modern reinvesligation, and dCst"rn- a place 011 the bookshelfofevcry
serious scholar ofEuropean monastic archaeology.

L'Abbaye dt': \"iIIcrs-en·Brabanl is the best presern.:d Cistercian monastery in
Belgium. It was founded from Clain'<tux in 1146. and monastic life cominued more or less
uJ1lil its suppression in 1796. Then' have b«n vanous studies of the architecture, induding
a series ofexceUent Igth-<:cnmry drawings of the millS, as wt'll a!l some remarkable 'birds
t')'C' \'iews of the monaslef')' during the last centuf')' of its operation. -n1e site was extensively
dug·up between 1893 and 19'4, with limiled excavauons in t9S+ This study arosc: from a
progrllmme of consen':uion of tht' ruins between '987-92, and draws IOgether all the
historical, architectural and ant iqUilrian evidence. with det;liled plans and clc\'atiolls of Ihe
surviving fabric to provide a reassessment of Ihe site.

As with many oftbe new foundations of tile I:Hh century. there were difficulties in
choosing the right location. After t\l"O fitlse beginnings a third and linal mo\'e took place in
'197, and within the next decade, tilt' basic plan of the chllt'ch and cloister WilS est:tblished
on the new site. The sotuh wall of this first church survi\'(:s, but shortly aliel' il was
tinished (ifit ever was) the church was completely remodelled in Gothic style. The sun'ivillg
claustral SlrUl~tures all havc complex building histories; for example the dorter was rebuilt
in the Ijlh and 18th centuries, while the refectory is largely intact from the carll' 13th
century. The outer counyar(l~ include the infinnaf')" which was later converted imo the
monastic libr':ill')'. One oflhe most important buildings to slln·ive complete is the monastic
/otllest house (that mighl also has sen'ed as the secular infirmary) dating to 13th century,
There is also'lIl interesting group of prison cells, and an inu'grated water-mill and b;lkery.
Unlike English sites, the monastic occupation cOlllinued until the late 18th centllf')', leaving
gardens and other post-medieval developments \\~thin Ihe precinct. '111e whole monaSlic
complex is .1 remarkable sun'i\'al; it is all \'ery well described in Ihis volume, allhough
exc:l\'aLion work on the site could still add much to our underslanding of the delailed
developmcllI and functions as well as Ih(" origins of the site.

'nle \'olume on Ihe monastef')' of Saint-Gennain d'Auxerre has :t much slron~er

archaeological focus, and is complctc with plans, sections and even Harris matrices. The
church and monaslcf')' d('\"c!optd over the burial place of St GCrllmnus (d_ 448), located
outside the latc Roman fort, built beside the River Yonne, bUI later included \\~thin the
medieval walled town of AUXCITC. St GerlllanUS is best known in Britain for his 1\\'0 visits
10 combat thc spread of the Pelagian heresy_ and his description oflhe tomb ofAlban. He
died in Ravenna, and his body was brought back to Auxerre where he was bishop. His
tomb soon attractt'd pilgrims and miracles, and, according to a gth-ceiHury source,
Clotilde (A,I>, 493-545), the wife of the Clovis, built a basilica over il. The site is perhaps
most famous for its Carolingian church and ("I")l)t, dming to around 841, and its
cXlraordin:uy gth4centul1' wall paintings. 'fhe archaeological investigations tell the whole
story of this important site li·om the 5th until the 201h century. Large areas of tile site ,,"Cl'e
investigated, including the cf')llt and the monastic nave which had becn demolished in thc
19th century.

The focus of the church, prescn'cd in the later ground plan, appears 10 1)(' a
rectangular room. \\~th an apsidal easl ("nd, which lies at tht· south end of a range of
buildings, possibly one side ofa courtyard_ This dates to the 5th eentury or earlier, and is
interpreled its part ofa \;Ila" The apsidal room might ha\-e had a secular function (sllch as
a tridinium) and was re-used as an oratof')" and the burial place for 51 Genn.ulUs.
Imerestingly the re-uS('; of\;lIas as places of burial in 5th-ccmury Gaul is a weIl·eSlablished
patlem, The tomb of St Gcnnanus probably rested below the apse \\;Ih a small altOlr in
front, the tOp which may havc carried a carved stone basin with a Chi·Rho. discovered on
the sitt:: in ,630 and now in the local museum. Five burials to Ihe west orthe oralOry su~('St
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that burials developed across the whole area ill the 5th century although the dating is based
solely 011 t)1'0loJ:,'Y of the sarcophagi. The 6th-century basilica - presumably that of
Clotildc - was lmilt arOUlld tbe oratory, which fonned the eastern end orthe new church,
with an aisled 1IilVe of probably seven bays. East orthe church a small burial enclosure was
added with at least three sarcophagi. This church was extended sometime during the 7th
or 8th century with a western atrium. 'Vhilc the sequence is convincing, the evidence
derives from some very fragmelltary walls and associated stratigraphy.

The archaeological investigations have thrown particular light 011 the Carolingian
church. The reconstruction was very substantial, but still followed the basic basilkan plan
of the earlier church, with the new crypt reflecting the plan of the 5th-centmy oratOlY
which it replaced, wilh an eastern circular rotunda added - an arrangement that
influenced several Olher Carolingian churches. In the floor of the crypt were found a
number of burials, slill largely intact, of Ihe early-medieval bishops and saints of Auxerre
(5t Martin of Tours was also buried here for a brief period), some of whom were moved
into this position with the construction of the Clypt, 'rhe 10mb ofSt Cennatlus was pLaced
in a central recess in A.D. 859 in the presence of Charles the Bald. One criticism is that
there is not a full anthropological report on the bones Ihal were discovered, but a velY brief
summary.

Saint-Germain is often seen as a 'model' Carolingian church: the archaeological
survey provides evidence that in fact it is the product of a long pt:riod of developmenl. For
this reason alone, this is an important slIldy, as it demonstrates how structural archaeology
is fundamental to our understanding of the early-medieval church. In Britain this sort of
research is commonplace, but il is still a rarity elsewhere in Europe. There are many other
important early buildings in France, with neglected early-medieval fabric. This report
shows thc methods oflearning much more about them.

MARK HORTON

Slql!OTd Cas/Ie: SlInlf)', Ercll/m/iOll alld RrseaTch 1978-98. Volume 1- 77le SIITVtyS, Edited byJohn
Darlington. 2 t X 30 cm. 186 pp., 86 figs. Stafford: Stafford Borough Council, 2001, ISBN

0-9524136-2-0. Price: £20.00 pb.
This first monograph results from a twenty-year research project on Ihe honorial

castle at Stafford. The volume presents a synthesis of the history, 1ll00Vhoiogy and
landscape setting of all ullusual site, comprising the rebuilt stub of a rectangular 14th
C{~lltur)' keep within an especially extensive suite of earthworks, Initiated in 1978, the
Stafford Castle Project was formulated as a scheme of research that would progress hand
in hand widl the rehabilitation of the monument as an educational and recreational
resource. Alongside the application of a particularly wide array of archaeological
techniques - including documcntary and structural analysis, excavation, geophysical and
topographical survey - a complcment~llY pan of the project was the clearance of
vegetation from earthworks, lhe stabilisation of upstanding maSOlll)' and the ercction of a
visitor cell1re to enhance the site's role as a local amenity. Although the survey components
of the project followed a campaign of excavation in and around the castle, the order of
publication is reversed, so that this volume is the first of two (the second, to deal with the
excavations, is scheduled for 2003). It is to the credit of both project and cditorial tcam
that this first volume stands on its own merits as a lesson in the study ofa m.~or castle using
non-intrusive methodologies.

A useful summary description of the silc. its historical background and the project
comprises Chapter I, preceding an analysis of the castle's setting relative' to physical
geology ami topography, and the landscapes of earlier periods (Chapter 2). It is in this
spirit, with the emphasis firmly on the castle's context in different ways, that the report
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continues. An especially detailed account ofdocumell1ary evidence is provided in Chapter
3 (principally Deborah Youngtl and Philip i\llorgan). This includes a neal summary oflhe
somewhat problematic cvidcnce for the royal castle ill the town, and describes pa1terns of
estate organisation, patronage and family historits relating 10 the site and its lords. It is
unfortunate that a small Ilumber of crucial maps (e.g. fig. 6, all imponall1 reconstruction
of medieval roads and deer parks around the site) arc blurred and compare vcry poorly to
the many exquisitely detailed fold-out earthwork plans that feature elsewhere within Ihe
volume.

The centrepiece of the volume is Chapter 4- (MarcusJccock and Garry Corbett). A
masterclass in earthwork illtel1)rctation ,l11d analysis, this presents the results of a dcwiled
topographical survey by the RCHi'vl£ in 1996 and 1997, and underlines that the entire site
constitutes a nine-heclare island of especially complex and multi-phase earthworks with
minimal masonry remains. The relalivc chronology of the in ncr and outer bailey is
unravelled, l\l'O zones of lerraced garden earthworks discussed, and lhe castle is shown to
form Lhe hub of a network of sutlkcn trackways and a complex palimpsest of boundaries
and agricultural canhworks. The reader's understanding is enhanced by helpfully
anllotatcd and labclled versions of the otherwise complex original survcy drawing. Readers
should note lhat the thesis thal tllt" castle was accompanied by a dependent village situated
beyond the outer bailey ~ as rcAected in a number of previous publications and
reconstruction drawings ~ is not supported by this survey. While Ihe identification of
lhese earthworks is left open to debatc, the presence of Castle Church in Ihis area ensures
lhat a question mark must hover over this aspect ofille report's findings.

The Stanard Castle Project was pioneering in its use orlarge-scalc geophysical SUl"VCY

within and around a cast.le site, including scruliny ofover 75% ofthc outer bailey, which is
discussed in Chapter 5 (John Darlington and Dan Shiel). Rather lhan revollltionising an
understanding of the site, the value of this evidence is as one of a range of different
lechniques. Indecd, in isolation, Lhe resulls oftile geophysics in gencral and the gradiometer
sun1ey in particular, are disappointing. \Vhile ullfavollrablc conditions, including the
physical relief of the site, and the lendency for large rubble spreads to obscure subtle
cvidence of limber structures (as demonstrated through cxcavat ions) limited the findings,
the resistivity Sllnrey did identify possible building remains, including a putmivc gatchouse,
within the inner bailey. Perhaps morc significalll was the evidence that timber bailey
defcnces were apparcntly nOI replaced in stonc at any stage in the site's developmelll,
raising the intriguing qucstion of whether Ralph Stafford's 14-th-celllury keep was
surrounded by reconditioned timber defenccs or bare earthworks.

Providing a reAective ovcnriew of the project's aims, Chapter 6 draws attention to
unresolved malleI'S, and appraises critically thc researcb design. This final chapler also
relates the findings to current debates within castle studies. Particularly tdling is lhe
obsen'ation that symbolism was an ever-present fealure of the site and not simply
illlroduced with lhe building of Ralph Stafford's unusual keep of e. 1348 (what M. W.
Thompson has tcrmed one of the first 'cult castles'). ·fhe I Ilh-cc11lury mOlle and bailey,
forming such a prominclH feature on the skylinc, was a POtCIll symbol of seigncuriat
ambition, just as its carly 19th-cClllUI)' rcconslruction by thc Jerninghams was an
appropriatioll and glamorisation of the medieval past. Aloll.!,rsidc reccnl publications on
HCll Domen (Powys) and Ludgershall (Wiltshire), this report senres as another compelling
argument for the sludy of castles through truly integrated multifaceted research designs.
)\Iloreover, ill demonstrating what can and canllot be potentially gleaned about such a site
through non-invasivc techniques, the volume makes a distinctive {:ontrihlllion to caslle
studies.

OLIVER CREIGHTON
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Gae/i, Irelal/d: Lal/d, Lordship alld Selllrlllt1lt, C.l 2.')O-UGjo. Edited by PatrickJ. Dully, David
Edwards and Elizabeth FitzPatrick. [G x 24 em. 454 pp., 5'2 figs, 14 pIs, 4- tabs. Dublin:
Four Courts Press, 2001. [SIlN l-H5 [82-547-9. Pric(:: [,37.50, €S5.oo, $55.00 hb.

'rhe slOry of the Anglo-Norman SeUktlWll[ of Ireland is relatively well-known. By
contrast, from an English perspective, those pans of medieval Ireland which remained
under Gaelic control have commonly been perceived as a wild and unruly country,
occupied by nomadic paslOralists and dominated by intemperate warlords engagtd in
coustant rOliding and skirmishing, ami achieving liule in the way of permanent settlements
or architecture: au ullstable society which barely seemed worthy of serious study. The
English have always had difficulties in comprehending languages, cultures and value
systems dillcrent 1O their own, but here there are veil' real obstacles in the way of any
deeper understanding, in particular the incalculable loss of documentation through the
destruction of the Public Record Officc of Ireland in [922; while tbe Gaelic sources which
do survive seem almost impenetrable to the outsider. Can any meaningful progress be
made in a subject with sllch an apparelllly unpromising background?

This book gives a rtsounding aHirmalive. It is derived veil' largely from a conference
held in Duhlin in February [999 organised by the Group for the Study of Irish Historic
SClllemelli. Published with commendable promptness, it contains chapters from eightcen
authors, plus a very valuablc introduction from the editors which places the individual
contributions within a wider research contexl and sets an agenda for future work.

It is divided into three pans, the fint of which is concerned with the political structure
and social organisation of the Gaelic lordships. Three particular poillts cme.rge from this
first group of papers. Firstly, despite the power struggles which often troubled the ruling
Gaelic lords, their territories often enjoyed a considerable degree of stabiliry. Secondly,
they call nO! be slereotyped olS patriotic "noble savages' who opposed all things English; in
fact, they adopted much more pragmatic policies, co-operating with the English crown
whenever it suiled their o\\"n purposes. Thirdly, both societies were profoundly affected by
[heir mutual contact, the Anglo-Norman seHlers assimilating Irish customs as well as
inAuencing the Irish beyond their borders.

Part 2 is concerned with the documentall' and scientific evidence for the natural and
buill ellvironmellt. Kenneth Nicholls reviews the doculllcnt,lll' sources for the llalure and
extent of medieval woodland. Comrary to some earlier writers who have ar",rued thai
Ireland's woods had largely vanished before the Anglo-Norman selliement, Nicholls
concludes thOlt extensive secondary woodlands did survive around the margins of the bogs
of the central plain, providing a significant barrier to further Anglo-Norman expallsion.
The contraction of the Anglo-Norman colony Olnd the effects of climatic change and
demographic decline in the 141h century contributed to significant regrowth of woodland
over abandoned lands. However, Ihe Tudor reconquest ushered in a much more
destructive phase of unmanaged and unsustainable exploitation. In one of tlle most
exciting cOlliributions to the \'olumc, Valerie Hall and Lynda Bunting report on the
pOlcntial oftephl'Ochronology, iI new approach to the dating of pollen profiles from peal
bogs acnll1ll1lated over the last millennium, using layers of volcanic ash which call be
related 1O documented volcanic eruptions in Iceland in I [04, 136'2 and lSI o. Other papers
are concenled with maps, place-names and the relevance of bardic poetll' in the
n:conSlrllClioll oflhe structure, torm and furnishings ofchieftains' dwellings.

Archaeological and architectural approaches to settlement studies make up the third
part of the book. Five of the eighl papers here are concerned with castles and lordly sites,
and include considerations of the crallnog as a distinctively Gaelic form of settlemelll
during the later !vliddle Ages, and Ihe usc of IOwe.r-houses by Gaelic lords. Elizabt'th
FilzPatrick discusses the sites of the. traditional open-air inauguration assemblies adopted
by the Burkes, the Anglo-Norman lords of Connach[, as a fil('et of their assimilation into
Gaelic cullllrc. Audrey Horning discusses [he excavation of an Irish vernacular timber
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building which sun;\'t-:d within Ihe Ulster plantation \illagc of :\Iovanagher, Co.
Londonderry. ;md was adapted and occupied by the English sculers. Finillly, Colin Breen
discusses the maritime cuhurnJ bnds<-'II>c of Gaelic Irrl:md, including the exploitation of
the coasts and the sea, harbours ancllanding-phlces and types ofships and hOills.

Inc\-itahly in such a volume. omissions can be recognised. For perfectly understand
able reasons, the later cellturirs arc more fully covered than the beginning of the period.
'Illf' dcvc10pmcllI of the agricultural landscap<' i~ treated only incidcntally. There i~ a
c1elibcrate cmphasis upon secular seltlemell\, presunmbl)' bccau$c it was assumed that the
role of the church was sufficiently wfll known, though Ibis re\'iewer would have liked to
learn more about the impact upon the landscilpt". of those new lllonastic OJ'(krs (Cistercians.
Prcmonstr:lll'l\sians, Arrouaisians) who established a llumber of purdy Irish foundations
beyond the English domains. NC\'ertheless, this is a welcome and most \'alliable pioneering
collection ofessays, shedding new light upon the \'aried and profoundly interesting culluml
landsc.'lpes ofmcdie\"ru GOldie Ireland.

JAMES BO~O

English J/rJlievnl (;0;1/ Hoords I: Cross mId CrossJds, Short Cros.t and U1/l{ CrasJ Hoords. (British
:\Iuseum Orcasional Papa 87). By ~1. 1\1. Archibald and B. J. Cook. 21 x 30 cm.
vi + I iO pp., 2 maps, 7 pis, 20 tilbs, 16 pp. photos. London: British I\luseum Press, 200 l.

ISUN 0-86159-087-2, 1SSN 0142-4,815, Price: £28,00 pb.
Readers of this journal will probably bl:: more illlcn'sted in the Dl'vc.loped Stamford

\\'are boule on thc cover of this catalogue than in the ("oins which it contained - which
gi\"e it a date ofc. 1200: it is a tlsdill furthcr additiOiI to the cOlltainers recorded byJ. D. A.
Thompson in his much-criticised bill nC\'ertheless valuable IJwodl)!J rif British Coiu Hoords
published in 1956. The British !\luscul11 series docs nm quite seck to replaC'c ·I'hompson·s
book. but instead provides a new outlet for discussion alld cillalogtling of hoards studied in
the Museum: because many hmln:ls han- been dispersed \\;thoul adequate rt::cords to work
from. the)' can tll...·er be gi\'en the \'(::ry full trealment recei\"ed by the Iwcllty hoards
included in this fin;t corpus.

'nlC~ hoards date from 1158 to t2i9. A few ma)' have been deposited during Young
Henry's rebellion in "73-4. but the majority cannot be linked to :my specific political
event, and seem to reflect a \"ariety of indi\idual decisions and, since they were ne\'cr
reco\'cred, :l variety of personal tragedies. Some an~ cluse to m,~or routcways, othen> in
tOWIlS, a few in placcs like Cla.xby for which eWIl it manorial hislory is 1I0t offered in
possible explanation of lhe circumstances that It'd to the burial. ~lallY were found by
metaJ.cletceting, and the nced for the feC'ent changes to TrciIlmrc Tro\'c Il'Kislatioll is shown
by lhe pcrvcn>ily of the Hampsltirejlll'Y which did not believe that the Gn')'well hoard had
been concealed by someone who intended to return lor it.

Hampshire, with four hoards, contributes mort': in number than any other county, bm
its coin counts arc quile low; \ \'aterlooviJIe. with only si.x pennies, has the fewest, In the late
19605, the same (modern!) parish yielded a gold brooch, puhlished in volume '3 of this

journal (1969, pp.224-6), whcn.John Cherry ilS('"ribcd il to the later 13th CCIlIUty hilt
noted the diffiwlty of precision. It is probilbly unlikely that the brooch was part of the
hoard, hilt the Imlcr's date of c. 1204-5 would not be impossibly early. Disappoimingly,
the only piece of jewellery reponed with these twelll)' hrntrd~ is a sil\'cr finger-ring from
Bradley, which usefully confirms the plausibility of the 1173-4- deposit dale of tht' L.irk
Hill, Worcester, rings. A \\'am;cb;hire hoard reported ill the Bn·tish. \umismntir]oun/al for
1999 with a 1204 18 datc h;:lS .1 ring·brooc:.h which also helps 10 show that wearing
precious-metal jewellery was again becoming widespread in the later 12th and early '3th
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centuries, after perhaps a century or more when such display was lillIe practised by the
laity.

AboUl half the book is taken up b)' the largest hoard, deposited c. 1'268-78 bUI mostly
amassed before 1257. found ill Colchester in 1969. It is nOI quite a parmer for another,
only a linle smaller and a liule earlier, already located in 1902 on an adjacent property.
Again, archaeologists may be most attr.lcted to their container'S; these were quite probably
'forels', made by specialist Ic=ad·workcrs to hold round SUillS such as 100 marks. An
addendum notes the discovery of a third on the same site, alas empty. In 1986,
D. Stephenson argued that the tcncment(s) are likely to have been owned byJews, and the
composition lmd nature ofColchesler '2 bears out the likelihood that it had been amassed
by a financier. Revised dating of Colchester I to 1'l3i does not quite fit with the actual
names and LTansactiol1s suggested by Stephenson, but his basic point remains likely to be
true. Unfonunately, Colchester I docs not get the vcry detailed treatment accorded to 2,
so differences in its composition cannot be ascertaincd. Vlorccstcr and Rochester mints
contributed to I but not 2, but whether the proportions from London and Canterbury .ilrc
more \\'hat would be expected, 01· again suggest a financier's special contacts, needs a
numismatist to comment. This is a slight criticism, made OUl of envy at numismalists'
ability to squeeze such precision from their data. I cannOI prelend thai I underslood all
their argumcnts, bUI Ilcarni cnormously from them.

DAVID A. HINTON

77,e Monasury and AblHy ofPaisley. E.dited byJohn Malden. 17 x 24 em. 256 pp., m.my figs,
maps and pis. Paisley: Renfrewshire Local History Forum, 2000. ISO:O< 0-g-529 I 95-7-5·
Price: £IS.OO( + £3.50 p.&p.) pb.

In Scotland, archaeological literature all monasteries is relatively spare, so any
additions must be welcomed. This study contains the proceedin~ofa conference heJeI in
September T999 and its rapid appearance is testimony to the enthusiasm that the editor
has brought to this project and it typifies the work that he has been driving over the past
decade or so. Paisley is undoubtedly one of the most interesting monasteries in Scotland.
The associations with the Stewans guanmtee a high degree of interest, which is enhanced
by one of The best surviving documentary records in Scotland. It is also architecturally
distinguished: both the original 13th-century fabric and the 20lh-eentury restoration arc of
considerable interest. However, Paisley's unique point of interest is its sewer which was
rediscovered through the efforts ofJohn iVlalden. The main drain ran through thc monastic
precinct and under various buildings. The sewer was extremely well-built and a section of
it remains in use as a Sl.Orm drain. Modern man-holes provide ilCCC5S to about 75 m of lhe
drain which has allowed the structure to be surveyed by lhe RCAHMS and for some of the
sills to be removed. These silts have yielded aile of the IllOst significal1l artefaclual and
environmental assemblages from a Scottish monastery. rvluch of this volume is dedicated
to cxploringthc most exciting ofthe finds, bUI it also contains various papers which provide
the first detailed historical and architectural account of the buildings to have been
published in modern times. Refreshingly, discussions of the modern architectural work
and the stained glass are included alongside the medieval material.

For archaeologisTs, ofcourse, it is lhe dnun that holds the most interest. The structurc
consists of five constructional phases: some are extremely \\'eU-built, vaulted and lofty
otllen are rough, boxy and with more claustrophobic dimensions. These differences reflect
the gradual de\·eJopment of the precinct and presumably could be linked 10 panicular
buildings, if we had allY idea of the organisation of the monastery beyond the cloister
ranges. Although the drain was nC\'er 'lost' to the Water Bo:lrd - the manholes \\·ere
insened last century - they apparently never cleaned it out. When Malden, then working
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for the Paisley Museum became aware of the drain he encouraged the \'Vater Board to
excavate some of the silts. These wcre dug away by labourt:rs who recovered a number of
finds included l'vlalden's most cherished find, a complete medieval chamber pot. The bulk
of the silts were 'sucked' into a municipal drain cleaner and transported to the modern
sewage works where they wen: dumped. \Vet sieving of the several IOns of silt produced a
huge collection of material: the usual patte.)' and bone was augmented by a seal matrix,
some lead textile seals, and most exceptionally several fragments of inscribed slates. These
include some writing exercises, part ofa love lyric and some lines of musical notation fi'om
the 15th centul)'. These phrases ofpol)1Jhony arc Scotland's oldest music! The analysis of
the finds revealed thal mOSl ofthem were of this date with little in the way ofcontamination.
In order to establish the integrity of the silt deposits and 10 recover some environmental
evidence, a controlled archaeological excavation was undertaken. It is disappointing that
only the environmental assessment is published bere, because as the richness of Camilla
Dickson's study reveals, this is a very unusual and varied assemblage. Some of the most
striking artefacls are discussed, but the whole collection deserves to be published because it
appears to come from relatively secure late medieval context~. Assemblages containing
such interesting and coherelll material arc rare in the west of Scotland and have been
infrequently published.

There is a homespun quality about this book and the cramped layout reveals that a
professional book designer was not involved. It is nonetheless an interesting and important
publication, which is amply illustrated in full colour and is packed witl1 stimulating
cOlllributions, nOlthe least those of the editor. But the absence of a proper archaeological
discussion of the deposits and finds is a major gap. Moreover, it reveals an unfOrhn\ate
truth about the fieldwork programme; that the artefact recovery strategy was driven by a
dcsin: to recover pieces for museum display, rather than to provide a secure archaeological
context for the finds.

Paisley Abbey was much morc important than, for example,Jedburgh Frial)', and this
distinction is appropriately reflected in the richer, full-colour treatment of the Malden
volume. From an archaeological perspective it is to be regretted that the more rigorous
study (atJedburgh) was undertaken at the less significant sileo Yet this is a deficiency which
can perhaps be put right in the future.

STEPHEN T.!HOSCDLI.

Blood Red Roses: the Arc/weology rlja Mass Gravefrom the/Jatllc rlj70w/ol/ A.D. 146J. Edited by
Veronica Fiorato, Anthea Boylston and Christopher Kniisel. 22 x 29 cm. x + 277 pp.,
47 fig5, maps, plans and tabs. Oxford; Oxbow Books, 2000. ISBN 1-84217-025-2. Price;
£30.00 hb.

Fulds rljCmif/ict: Progress alld Prospect ill Baillifieid Archaeology. (British Archaeological Reports,
International Series 958). Edited by P. W. M. Freeman and A. Pollard. 21 x 30 cm.
ii + 302 pp., many fig5, maps and plans. Oxford; John and Erica Hedges and
Archaeoprcss, 2001. ISBN 1-84171-249-3. Price; £39.00 pb.

On Palm Sunday 1461, as a snowstorm swept across bleak, upland, rolling open-field
land a few miles south of Tadcasler, two great Lancastrian and Yorkist armies came
together in whal became known as the Battle ofTowton. Contemporary accounts suggest
this may have been the longest, biggest, and bloodiest engagement ever fought on British
soil, with 50,000 combatants and upwards of 20,000 killed on the day. As so often lhe
greatest bloodshed was probably during the rout, as the defeated LUlcastrian army finally
broke and ran; the dead were left spread over an area covering some six miles by three,
and the River Cock was choked with bodies. A mass grave with at least 37 of the battle
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victims was discovered ill 1996, and the 701I.Jt01/ volume shows impressively how modern
archaeological tcchlliqut~s can add much to the limited, finite, and possibly biased
chroniclers' accounts of events, producing- an altogether fuller, deeper, and more
dispassion<ltt' narrative.

The story the dead ,h('lllSdvcs tell through the illvt:stigalion and analysis of their
remains bring.; us as close as it is possible to .~ct to the hell of thaI particular battlc, and of
tbe human slaughterhouse which the cornfields became as 'no quarter' orders were
ruthlt-ssly followed. Small though the sample is, it divides fairly equally between young
malt's (16-25), young middle adults (26-35), and older men of 36-50. The average height
was r72 em (5 ft 8 ins), and .hc evidence of healed wounds suggests that at least some of the
taller mcn had seell action hefore, perhaps as professional soldiers. Chapter 8, by Shannon
Novak, is as chilling as any archaeological report you are likely to read, delailing ami
documenting with photographs how at least some of the men met their end before being
stripped aud dumped into a shallow pit. 'rowton ~5, a 36-45 year-old man, had eight
distinct head wounds from blades, climaxing with a massive incision 10 the rear of the head
and what may ha\'e heen a final hack across thf' front of the face which bisected the entire
palate. Novak condudes: 'these men died ill a Ih:nzied killing that involved numerous
blows to the bead, often after they were incapacitated and unable to defend themselves.'

Individual chapters deal with contempofaq' weapons, archery, armour, combat
techniques; all an: relevant, well written, and show clearly the professionalism and
technical proficiency which could be found in a medieval army. Others treat critically lhe
extcnsive survey of battlefields lIsing techniques such as metal deweling: and geophysical
survey, comparative work all other baulefields, and legislation and battlefield conservation,
Appendices provide furth~r detail, especially of the battle wounds, Overall the volume,
which is attractive, well produced and edited, stands .IS au exemplar for the emerging sub·
discipline of battlefield archaeology. and any who doubt iI'S legitimacy and worth will
surely be convinced if they read it. As a student text, I \\'ould recommend it highly.

The papers in Fields of C()/ylirt show how battlefield archaeology is bcing applied in
other parts of tIlt" world, and to conniets or other periods ranging from the Battle of
Olynthos to the Second World War. Although the quality is varied (and as llsualthe BAR
is no thing of beauty), together they forlll a useful and wide ranging bundle or case studies
each of which, to a greater or lesser degree, illustrates and discusses the g-reat truism of
baHlcficld archaeolof",),: that a battle was a brief event on a landscape, on which it made
lillIe, ir any, physic.1I impact. Probably the bes!. by Glenn Foard who in 2002 joined lhe
Balliefield Trust as its Development Officcr, considers the archaeological study of Civil
\'\'ar battles and sieges. As in the 1'owlon study, this makes clear that henceforward the
reconstruction of the contemporalY landscape and road networks using landscape
archaeology and histol)' must bt" an essential part of any battlefield study. Using
Northamptonshire examples he also shows the veq' significant results which can be
produced wben metal detected finds of this period, principally lead shot (2,500 so far from
limited areas of the Nasl:'by battlefield) and powder Aask tops, are carefully collected and
plotted. In this respect there seems a clear divide between the considerable potential this
archaeological resource offers ror post-medieval ~ites with the massed lise of guns,
compared with medieval sites - such a~ TowlOI1 - where the equi\'alent projectiles,
arrows, seem largely to have been gleancd from the field afterwards. Foard's strongly
worded case that shot and so forth must b~ eithcr retained ill situ in the plough soil through
positive management or, ir freelance metal detecting is happening, retrieved as a rescue
operation, has clear implications for English Heritage and other resource curators. In f,"1.ct,
it is in its wide-ranging case studies of battll:'fields, cultural reSourc(' management, and
LOurism, that Fidds qfCQlljlict is most lIseful, reminding liS that e\'en long after the sllrvivors
of the conflict have passed all these remain landscapes which can produce powerful
emotions in those \\'ho visit. This, and the memory of those who fell, demands <In especial
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scnsilivity and dury of care from thOSt· invoked in their conservation and management.
Both the volumes under re';ew impress that on us, and such a reminder is no bad thing.

PAUL STAMPER

Short Reviews

All ArdlnnJlo.J:lcal JUuarrh Framtwork.fo, fhl G,eat" 77u/IIlts Es11100'. Edited by John Williams
and Nigel Brown. 21 X 30 cm. vi + 58 pp., I I figs, maps, plans and tabs. Chelmsford:
I~ssex County Coullcil and English Heritage, 1999. ISBN t-85281~198-6. Pl'in::
[,5.00 pb.

RMtarrh mill Archaeology: II Fmllllltlork.fo,lhe EaS/l'm CO/lII/iu 2. Rl'sl'tIrrh A,,:rnda and S~mlc.t:}" (East
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A trio of research and management-related publications, of which the first IWO are
'research frameworks' for English regions. Research policies are nothing new, of course:.
-111C i\ledieval Settlement Research Group, for example, has developed them for many
years and, in the late IgBos, English Heritage consulted widely during the produclion of a
new national agenda. lbis Society's contribution was published in JlrdinxJl JlrcholOlog)' for
I gBj (Vol. 31, 1- 12), and the final product emerged in 199 1 as ExplDrillg Ou, Pasl: SJ,alegiu

for UII ATlhatOlogr rifEngland. Signific\Ilt funding followed for mallY of the proje<:ts identified
there, not leasl for the balch of intensive and extensive urban sun'eys which ha\"l~

synthesised so much medieval data. In 1997 an updated English national policy was
circulated for discussion. This under-rated document, entitled ReMa,dl Agmda, has been
similarl}' successful in attracting ill\'cstigation for projects such as sell!ement mapping and
historic landscape assessment.

But that was then ane! Ihis is now. Five years on and, while national agenda.s have not
gonc awa}', it is regions which have a llew political buzz abollt them and, before world
weary cynicism sets in, let nl(: reassure you that there arc some vcry good reasons 10 read
the documents under review here. To begin with, they differ from most previous regional
policy doctlmcn!s in that they (should) represent a professional consensus; they are not
merely the views and opinions ofa single individual expressed in a volume ofedited papers.
Broadt'f issues of historic environment are also touched upon such as access and education.
Promising 100 is the opportunity to assess the mass ofdata collected since the introduction
of PPG 16 ,mel PPG 15 and to place those findings into a wider context (the result is a
'resource assessment'), idemifyin1{ gaps in underslll.nding along lhe way (a 'research
agenda'). 'nle "ast majority (8u%?, 900o?) of fieldwork in England is now 'planning-led'
through local govcmrncm lIuthoritiCll and these syntheses of T('gional achievements and
the gl.lid:mce the)' provide for Iht' fUlun: ('research framework' or 'research slnlleg)!') an"
sorely needed in order to inform 'cunllorilll' decisions. ~lcre1}' the process of producing
tlwm should be ,-aluable in bonding disparollC parties (local authorities, societies. units,




